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Senior tailback Mike Harris
of Northeast Missouri State, the
leading NCAA Division II
rusher, headlines the Missouri
Intercollegiate
Athletic
coaches'
all·
Association
conference
backfield
that
accounted for more than 5,400
offensive yards in 1978.
Harris gained 1,598 yards this
fall to erase school and MIAA
records. He also carried the ball
329 times for new NEMSU and
league marks.
The running back is the
second consecutive Bulldog
performer to be selected as the
MIAA Most Valuable Player.
Tailback Steve Powell was the
1977 MVP.
Other members of the
backfield are Missouri-Rolla

senior running back Terry
Ryall, who rushed for 1,117
yards,
Southwest M isso!lri
State junior fullback John
Gianini, who rolled up 1,002
yards, and senior Quarterback
Kirk Mathews, who passed and
ran for 1,730 yards .
Repeaters from last year's
top unit include Ryan, senior
offensive
guard
Darrell
Buffington of NEMSU, senior
linebacker Pete Grathwohl of
NEMSU, named to the 1977
team as a defensive end, senior
defensive end Greg Elzie of
UMR and senior defensive
tackle Mark Sobol of NEMSU .
Conference
champion
SWMSU led the league with 17
all-star recipients, followed by
runnerup NEMSU with 15.

The APO Dance-il-thon, held November 17 and 18, collected a total of $5,775 In pledge •• So
far, the amount turned in is $3,173.64. Cindy Wesling (above, clapping her hands) and her
partner, Tom Smith, won the trophy for having collected the most money in pledges.
(Photo by M. Murphy)
.

See page 13 ' for the complete
team listings.
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STUCO
•
Help SessIons

I The
Free
University
ICommittee of the Student
ICouncil is offering help for
Istudents this semester before
Ithat gruesome week of finals
Ibegin. They have organized a
Iprogram known as a "Semester
ISummary" for many of the
Ibasic courses which should
Iprove benefi~ial for many
Istudents in pulling up those
Igrades on final exams.

MONDAY, DECEMBER 4
6:00 p.m. Statics
Me 104
6:30p.m. Math 21: 4
G5 Humanities
7:30 p.m. Math 8
Me 104
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 5
6:30p.m. Math 6
G5 Humanities

I

I
I

The program, to be held the l
last week of classes, will consist I
of a professor, who is teaching I
the particular subject, giving aI
summary and review of manyl
of the important points and I
topics covered in the subjectl
during the semester. Thel
sessIOn WIll then be opened fori
questions and discussion by the I
students. The schedule lor the
week IS as follows :

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 6
6:30p.m. Mecb Mat
G5 Humanities
7:3Op.m. Cbem5
CbemCHEG6
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 7
6:30 Dynamics
G5 Humanities
7:3OCbem. 1
CHEG6

The sessions should last for
about two hours and would be
an excellent opportunity to have
that last review session and get
those
Questions
answered
before finals roll around. So
drop on by one of these sessions
and see what you missed during
L __________________________
the semester.

~

SCHOOL OF MINES
AND METALLURGY
Bachelor of Science in Ceram ic
Engineering: Mary Anne Epperson.
Bachelor of Science in Geological ·
Engineering: Allan Lewis Davis, Kevin
Matthew Lahay. David Lee Lorge, Pedro
Vicente Mendez, Ernest Chijioke Onyia,
Rosa America De Ortiz, David F . Sm ith

Alberto Naranjo, Freddy Orlando Parra
Pina. Jose Rafael Rodriquez, and Danny

Charles Vance.
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
Bachelor of SCience ' in Chemical
Engineering : Jack Fredrick Backs. Albert
Matta
Bahhulh,
William
Tucker
Campbell, Larry Douglas Chambers. Gary
Lynn Donnor. Victor Hugo Escobar,
Osmal Eroy Estrada. James Jordan

and Richard Paul Smith.

Fielding. Peler Aaron Goldberg. Joseph

Bachelor of Science in Metallur2ical
Engineering: Joseph Ali, Arturo Jose
Claro Solorzano, Joseph Epperson, Joseph
Michael Fuqua, Alan Steffen Holtz, Jr.,
Dante
Enrique
Marsano
Navarro,
Lisandroa Anibal Ponce Guirados. Mileide
Gonzalez Carreno de Ponce, Thomas
Robert Serandos, Prasad V. Tatineny and
Richard James Toth
Bachelor of Science in
Mining
Engineering :
Adebowale
Olayklnka
Akinsany'a, Edward John Banovlc, Keith
L . Bockelman, John Wesley Branum, Jr.,
James Robert Coldwell, Rudolph Heinrich
Fischer, Norman Carl Haas, Julius
Airiohuodion Ihonre, Steven Douglas
Lautenschlaeger . Stanely Darl Lewis,
Steven Robert Lewis, Randall John
Lubbert, Steven Lynn Mescher. Gary W.
Perrey, Paul Wayne Reed , Robert D. Rice.
L . Scott Sieber, John Nicholas Stolwyk and
Leonard Allen Wolff,
Bachelor of Science in Nuclear
Engineering : William Russell Brian.
Richard David Dale, Roger DUncan
LeMaster, John Robert Thro and Dale
Leslie Wykoff.
Bachelor of Science in Petroleum
Engineering : Hector Antonio Almeida,
Jerry L . Arthur, Robert Gregg Bonagurio.
Lawrence Grant Brown. Michael Joseph
Ca ll ahan , Steven Randall Chapman. Mark
Stephen Craig, Ron D. Cr aig, Hipolito
Delgado. Stephen Laine Doublin, William
Thomas Dreiman , Aniefiok Sunday Eka .
Gary Richard Fannin, James David
Hunlcke, Robert John Johnson. John
Barnes Lyle. Mary Lynn Mercer. Luis

Michael Grana, Jr .. Stephen John Henry.
Martin Dean Holfman. Rick John Lauer,
Richard Paul Laurentius. David Mitchell
Levings, Paul Glenn Luebbers. John
Richard Mahanna, Lawrence Edward
Maxwell, John Michael May, Timothy
Frederick McClain, Vicki Lea Moore,
Robert Joseph Mueller. Steven Paul
Rinne, Gregory John Rustige, Robert

Morrison Smith, Jr., Eugene Louis
Vrenick, Edward Paul Webster, Kevin
Joseph Witte and Robert Philip Zipp.
Bachelor
of
Science
in
Ci vil
Engineering : James Frederick Anderson,
David Michael Birenbaum. James Curtis
Blankenship, Marilyn R. Brotherton,
Ethan AnCirew Chamberlain, Dennis Lee
Cheonoweth, Gary Eugene Dial, Thomas
William Doering, James Henry Ehrhardt.
Thomas Richard GredeJl, Nancy Elaine
Harrington, Nicholas Alan Heatherly,
Howard Neil Hemmann, Eric L . Hirsch.
Glenn
David
Hogenmiller,
Habib
Abdulrida Ismail, James Monroe Ivy II,
Wilma Marie Kirn. Richard Aloy Koch ,
Mark William Lekar, David B. Lewis,
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Schedu Ie of Events
,\D -

to appe.v lD!be SdIeduIe 01 Eventa """tioo I!bould be typed ODd depootted lD!be DOrtb door o/!be MlDerOlllce, BuUdlngT-! by 9:00 P_M _Monday

Thursday
THEATRE GUILD
The UMR Theatre Guild meets Thursday, November 30,
1978 at 6:30 p_m . in Building T-14. Orficers will be elected and
spring production chosen .
GDI
GDI general membership meeting will be held Thursda y,
Nov. JOat 7:00 p.m. in 114 C.E .
PI TAU SIGMA
The Pi Tau Sigma pledge test will be held Thursday,
November 30 at 7:00 p.m. in Room 117 C.E . Active me mbers
are urged to attend.
The Pi Tau Sigma banquet will be sunday , December 3 at
6:00 p.m. in the St. Pat's Ball room .
Banquet activities will include : Dinner, skits, and Purple
Shaft presentation .
AUDUBON SOCIETY
The Ozark Rivers Audubon Society will meet Thursday,
November 30 at 7:30 p.m . in Room s 209-209A of the
Mathematics-Computer Science building on the University of
Missouri-Rolla Campus. Richard Sibley of the U.S. Forest
Service will give a slide presentation of the Eleven Point
River. The public is invited .
PHYSICS COLLOQUIUM
Dr. D. F. Colegrove, Texas Instruments Inc. , will present a
physics colloquium Thursday, Dec. 7, 4 p.m., Physics 104. His
topic is " Photolithography Applied to Superconducting High
Precision Magnetic Field Gradiometers ." Coffee will be
available at 3:40 p.m .

Friday
GDI
A GDI dance featuring "Bandii" will be held on Friday,
Dec. I at 9:00-1:00 in the Lions Club Den .

Saturday
SUB DANCE
The Student Union Board's Christmas Dance will feature
Audiotrek, America 's largest traveling sound and light disco.
The dance will be held this Saturday, December 2nd from 8
p.m. (0 midnight in Centennial Hall . The dance, which will
feature every imagineable sound and lighting effect, is free
to all UMR students.

Sunday
MESSIAH
" Messiah " by George Frederick Handel will be performed
Sunday , Dec. 3, at 2 p.m. and 7 p.m., by the University of
Missouri-Rolla Choir and Orchestra in the First Baptist
Church, 9th and Cedar Streets, Rolla .
Both Sunday performances of the "Messiah " will be
recorded, and the best tape will be made into a two-record
album . Members of the audience will be able to order a copy
of the album ($8.75 ) at either event.
The public is invited to attend either performance. There is
no admission charge.

Monday
MATHEMATICS COLLOQUIUMS
Dr. Abraham Ungar, applied mathematics department at
Rhodes University , Grahamestown , South Africa, will
present a mathematics colloquium Monday, Dec. 4, 3:45
p.m., Mathematics-Computer Science 209. His topiC is "The
Use of a New Operational Calculus Method ."
" An Answer to the Question - What Is a Local Field?" is
the subject of a second mathematics colloquium Wednesday,
Dec. 6, same time and place . Speaker is Dr. Mitchell
Taibleson, professor of mathematics at Washington
University, St. Louis. Refreshments will be av a ilable prior to
both colloquiums at 3:30 p.m .
NUCLEAR ENGINEERINli SEMINAR
"An Assessment of the Denatured Fuel Cycle as a
Proliferation Resistant Nuclear Fuel " is the title of a nuclear
engineering seminar Monda y, Dec. 4, 2:30 p .m ., Hum a nitiesSocial Sciences G-5. Conducting the sem ina r is Dr. Dav id
Bartlne, '71, compute r applications specia list for Oak Ridge
National La boratory , Oa k Ridge , Tenn .

Tuesday
UMR CHESS CLUB
UMR Chess Club meets each Tuesda y ni ght at 7:30 in the
• Ozark Room of the University Center - West.
JOINT CONCERT
UMR's Concert Band and the Rolla High School Symphonic
Ba nd will present a joint concert Tuesday, Dec . 5, 8 p.m. in
the expanded St. Pat's Ballroom , Uni vers ity Center West.
E ach band will present a 25-m inute progr a m and combine for
the final two selections of the evening.
UMR 's Concert Band is directed by Dr. David Oakley,
associate professor of music, and the SymphoniC Band is
directed by Robert Drummond , Rolla High School band
director. The concert is open to the public . There is no
adminission chlrge.

E .M.A.
Engineering Management Association is sponsoring a Life
Insurance Seminar Tuesday, December 5 at 7:00 p.m . in
Room No. 107, Mining Bldg . Dr. William Brooks (Professor
of Engr. Mgt.) will give a short talk on how to simplify the
selection of an Insurance policy . This will be a very
informative talk for those who are confused by the
complexities of buyin2 the best policy for your needs.
SME
WHEN : Tuesday, Nov . 287 :30 p.m.
WHERE : 107 Mining Bldg .
SPEAKER: Dr. Guillies on Australian Mining Techniques,
John Stowlyck and " Slides of Questionable Taste" .
Also ... Yearbook picture will be taken!
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SIGMA XI LUNCHEON
"Research at the Joint Institute for Laboratory
Astrophysics, Boulder, Colorado" or " Take Your Sabbatical
in the Mountains" is the title of the next Sigma Xi luncheon
program Wednesday, Dec. 6, in the Mark Twain Room,
University Center. The speaker is Dr . Laird · Schearer,
professor of physics.
Interested persons are invited to pick up a tray from the
cafeteria or Missouri Room and bring to the Mark Twain
Room at noon . The program will begin at 12:30 p.m.

N 0 da y

SIGMA GAMMA EPSILON HONOR SOCIETY
The National Honor Society, Sigma Gamma Epsilon is now
accepting applications for membership. This society
includes over 70 chapters nationwide.
AGS
Applications will be accepted from those persons studying
On December 6, 1978 (Wednesday ) the Association of
E a rth Science - Engineeting related subjects (Mining,
Gr a duate Students will mix business with pleasure by
Me tallurgy, Petroleum and Geology ), who have completed at
lea st 12 credit hours (3.0 GPA ) of earth science-engineering
holdi ng its monthl y meeting and close out the year with a
Chr istmas P a rty.
courses and have an overall GPA of 2.67 or better.
Everyth ing will begin at 7:30 p.m . in the St. Pat 's
Applications will be available in Departmental offices in
Ballroom . COld Student Union). The re will be plenty of
the Mining Bldg., Metallurgy (207) and Norwood Hall (208) .
ATTENTION GRADUATING STUDENTS
discussion and a mple quantities of refreshments . All
graduate students and families a re invited.
Commencement announcements are now available in the
Registrar's Orfice for all graduating students. These
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES CHRISTMAS TREAT
Free Christmas cookies and punch will be served
announcements are provided by the University at no cost to
Wednesday, Dec. 6, in the TV Room -Gallery area of
students who will be graduating on Decemberl7, 1978.
ARGONNE OPPORTUNITIES
University Center East from 9:30 to 11 :30 a .m . and from 1:30
to 3:30 p.m. This is an annual holiday treat frortl Auxiliary
Dr. R.H. McFarland, dean of the Graduate School, recently
Enterprises for the campus community .
attended a meeting of the Argonne Universities Association
as a delegate for the University . As UM delegate, he was
ENVIRONMENTAL AND SANITARY ENGINEERING
SEMINAR
briefed on current programs, including program
Graduate students in civil engineering will present an
opportunities available to both faculty and students, and on
environmental
and
sanitary
engineering
seminar
new research facilities that may be cooperatively used.
Opportunities for faculty include summer appointment
Wednesday, Dec. 6, 3:30 p.m . in Room 117, Civil Engineering
primarily, with a few apPOintments available for the 1979-80
Building. The first presentation, by Syed K. Ihtheshamuedin,
is entitled " A Feasibility Study on the Removal of Amonia
academic year. Research areas are extensive including
ecology, energy, nuclear and biology with some opportunities
Nitrogen From Aqueous Solution by Partial Chlorination
Followed by Activated C,ubon Treatment. " Second section
available in economic and sociological aspects. Thesis
research and summer graduate institutes appointments are
of the seminar will be presented by Valentino T. Bates. His
topiC is " Relative Performance of Rotating Biological
available for graduate students and some undergraduate
Contactors Using Pure Oxygen and Air."
research participation for the honors-caliber junior or senior
CHEMISTRY SEMINAR
is available. For further information and application forms,
" Novel Aspects of Transition Metal Catalysis in Carbene
contact Dr. McFarland, 205 Parker Hall, 4142 .
Chemistry" is the topic of a chemistry seminar Wednesday, . .. .... ... ........................................... ..
Dec . 6, 4:30 p.m., Chemistry-Chemical Engineering t25. The The UMR ROTC would like to announce the cospeaker is Professor A.J . Hubert, University of Liege, winners of the first bi-annual Douglas C. Nedimeier
Belgium . Coffee will be available at 4 p.m . Please note Creative Leadership Award to Michael S. Mertz

W e d nesd a y

ChangeOfd;~~MICALENGINEERINGSEMINAR

CO of Pershing Rifles and Robert B, (Slg Ep)

Dr. Ronald Howell, professor of mechanical and aerospace Knowles, CO of Raider Company _Our best wishes
engineer ing, will conduct a chemical engineering seminar for their future, however short it turns out to be.
Wednesday, Dec. 6, 4 p.m., Chemistry-Chemical Engineering
Michael Eckardt
140. His top ic is " Sizin2 Two-Phase Flow Lines."
• • •• __ ... ___ • _ • _ • _.. . ..... __ • _ • _ • _. ___ __.. __ • _ • __ • ___ ••

Shy?
PITTSBURG . Pa . - Lots of
college students feel compelled
to look like they 're comfortable
in social situations, while to
themselves they're wondering,
" Boy, how do I start a
conversation here? "
But a recent study at the
University
of
Pittsburgh
suggests such people are far
from
being
alone .
Paul
Pilkonis,
an
apparently
assertive researcher at Pitt 's
Medical Center, found that
nearly half of the college
students he interviewed as part
of
a
study
considered
them selves and, according to
subsequent
psychological
testing, actually were, shy .
Pilko!1is, though , found that
even certifiably shy people
were only shy in certain
circumstances.
Observing
generally-outgoing
people
talking to members of the
opposite sex, the researcher
discovered they were quicker
th a n shy people in initiating
conversations, and that they
typica lly did most of the talking
once the conversation got going .
Yet shy people didn't differ
from the outgoing when the
of
each
a ver age
length
utterance was measured .
Both shy and not-shy groups
performed as well when asked
to deliver a speech using
prepared material. Shy people
we re, it's true, more anxIous
while giving their speeches, but
their
overall
performance
scores were the same as the
outj!oing people.

Sh",,", al 7 & 9:()5 p_m.
Adm;";,,n $ 2.5(): $ 1 und"r 12

,'''NK Of1>UTM AS APIE
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Paula. Loring (sec?nd f~om. right), national president of the Society of Women Engineers,
explatns what engtneenng IS all about at a recent University of Missouri-Rolla conference
on women in engi~eering. From left are Keri Muller and Cyndee Ortstadt, high school
students !rom Adn~n; Cha~lotte Pavelka of' Troy, UMR junior in chemical engineering;
Mrs. Lortng, a~ engl~eer wIth MITRE Corp., Boston, and Carolina Briceno, University of
Central, Ame.nca,. NIcaragua. Miss Pavelka is president of the UMR chapter of the
women s engtneenng group. More than 150 high school and college students attended the
annual conference. Panel speakers were women who hold engineering positions.
(UMR Photo)

University
of
MissouriRolla's Jazz II Ensemble will
combine with the annual InterFraternity Council (IFC) Sing
to provide an evening of
.entertainment and fun Friday,
Dec. 1, 6:30 p.m. , Centennial
Hall, in the University Center
East.
Jazz II will open the program
at 6: 30 p.m . and provide the
second
segment
of
its
presentation
during
intermission . The group is
directed by Tom
Ruess,
lecturer in music at UMR.
Included in the selection the
band will offer are: " The Land
of Was," by Rule Beasley;
"Basie Straight Ahead," by
Sammy Nestico; "The Walls of
Jericho, " by Tommy Newsom;
"Pink Panther," by Henry
Mancini ; "Shaft, " by Keith
Mansfield ;
"Send In the
Clowns," by Dave Bardhun;
"Acropolis 7844," by Rusty

Dedrick, and "Stepp in ' In It,"
by Herbie Hancock .
The IFC Sing features
competition by members of 22
fraternities and sororities in
two fields - chorus and novelty
acts. Each group presents a
choral
selection
(no
instruments) and-or a novelty
act. Two trophies are awarded
in each area. Theme for this
year is "The Gong Show. "
Judges for the IFC Sing
program are Mrs. Malcolm
Cole, Dave Jones and Gary
Broyles. Chairman of the event
is IFC vice president Kevin
Clarkin, senior in mechanical
engineering from Florissant
and a member of Triangle
fraternity.
The event is open to the
public, and there is no
admission
charge. It
is
advisable to come early to be
sure of a seat. The production
provides a showcase for a lot of
hidden talent, and everyone is
sure to have a good time!

AIChE Honored
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Submitted by MIKE AVERY
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At
the
recent
annual
convention of the American
Institute
of
Chemical
Engineers, the UMR student
chapter was awarded an
Outstanding Chapter Award. In
the nine years the award has
been given, UMR has won it on
eight occasions. Only the New
Jersey Institute of Technology
has
surpassed
UMR's
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Achievement by being honored
all nine years.
Also honored was Dr. Harvey
who
received
an
Grice,
Outstandinj! Advisor Award for
the eighth time in nine years.
This was Dr. Grice's final year
as advisor and it was trul}'
fitting that he once again be
honored for his efforts.
The only other school to merit
both awards was the University
of utah.

)
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Social Sciences Council Aids
Planning. Offers Job Services
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News

Job Status Research
CPS RELEASE

similar
educational
occupational attributes.

Women may be working
more, and may even be earning
more, but, when compared to
their male counterparts, are
less likely to be in positions of
power.
That's the finding of an 18year Wisconsin study of more
than 7500 local residents who
graduateQ from high school in
1957, and answered a follow-up
study in 1975. The research,
by
·Wisconsin
conducted
sociologists Dr. Wendy C. Wolf
and Dr. Neil D. Fligstein for the
Institute for Research on
Poverty, compared the status of
working men and women with

and

They asked each one of them
if he or she had the power to
hire and fire, to influence or set
the pay of co-workers, and to
supervise their co-workers'
labors.
found
The
sociologists
that more men than women
said yes 'to all three questions.
Now Wolfe wonders if the
answers were due "to women 's
traditional work histories, to
employers' attitudes, or to
other
factors."
She
and
Fligstein accordingly have
launched another study to find
out.
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There is an organization on establishing such a program is
the UMR campus known as S- the collection and organization
SSAC (Student Social Sciences of data regarding job openings
Advisory
Council),
whose in various disciplines of the
primary purpose is to inform social sciences. S-SSAC is
the
faculty
and presently engaging in such an
both
administration of the concerns endeavor and would greatly
and interests of students appreCiate an indication from
regarding the social sciences interested students of their
(ant.hropology,
economics, desire to utilize such data.
history,
political
science, Please drop your responses in
psychology and sociology). the S-SSAC suggestion box (in
Technically, S-SSAC is an the University Center), or reply
advisory body established by to any of the following numbers
the
Chairman
of
the of S-SSAC : Melinda Scott
Department of Social Sciences.
Although S-SSAC has existed on
the UMR campus for only a few
years, it has already made its
presence known . In April 1976,
S-SSAC sponsored a MisSouri
Social Sciences Undergraduate
Symposium, a forum for
undergraduates from all over
Missouri to report on their
Submitted by Richard McFall
research and exchange ideas in
areas of interest concerning the
The UMR student branch of
social sciences.
the American Institute of
One of the current projects of
Aeronautics and Astronautics
S-SSAC is informing students of
(AIAA) has recently received
the valuable role which the
the award of "Outstanding
social sciences play in their
Student Branch " for the 1977-78
curriculum . But the most
academic year. The UMR
important function of S-SSAC is
branch was one of fifteen
to give students a voice in
student branches from across
shaping the development of the
the nation to be honored by the
Social Sciences at UMR. In
national AIAA organization,
order to get student opinions on
and is the recipient of the award
various aspects of the soCial
for the second consecutive year.
sciences, S-SSAC will soon
Past Chairmen John Morre
place a suggestion box near the
and Walt Lounsbery wilh the
information counter of the
University Center. We hope all . assistance of faculty advisors
Dr. Fred Nelson and Dr. Leslie
students will take advantage of
Koval led the organization
this opportunity to offer their
through the successful year.
. opinions about curriculum
was
The student branch
faculty and future development
involved with many activities
of these important areas.
over the past . year, some of
This year, ~-SSAC is also
which included : Field t~ips to
working towards developing a
McDonnell Douglas in St. Louis,
career planning and job
presentation of the Space
placement program designed
for' students of the social
Exploration Badge to boy
scouts
at
Merit
Badge
sciences. One step toward

(sociology);
John
Smith
(history) ;
Carolyn
Cain
(history);
Peggy
Veit
(psychology); Faye Chapman
(psychology),
or
Jim
Higgerbottom (economics) -c-O
Department of Social SCiences,
Humanities-Social
Sciences
Bldg., Rm. 136.
S-SSAC is always interested
in your opinions and comments
concerning the social sciences
and reminds you to please
participate.

AIAA Receives
National Avvard
University Day, participation in
the
annual
AIAA
paper
conference, and the creation of
the student branch "AIAA
Newsletter" . This previous
rear also saw the emergence of
the AIAA T-shirt, now displayed
upon the bodies of aerospace
engineering students. Hot air
balloon rides and plane washes
provided the branch with more
than enough money to finance
trips and projects. The UMR
branch was also actively
involved with the St. Louis
professional section of the
AIAA , and student members
were present for many of their
technical and dinner meetings
held.in St. Louis .
These activities combined
with the enthusiasm which
members
had
for
them
encouraged rapid growth in the
student branch - doubling in
size in less than two years and promises to i:>e a major
factor in stimulating another
good year for the branch.
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Final Exam Schedule

NSF Funds Regional
Engineering Study

Tbe final exam period will begin Monday, December 11, 1978, at 7:30 a.m.
and end at 5:30 p.m. Saturday, December 16, 1978. Common flnaJa are
scheduled for those courses listed In Section II below. Room 8Bslgomenll
for common flnaJa will be announced by the Instructor.
Tbe courses not covered In Sections I, II or III are to be arranged by the
lnatructor In cooperation with the studenliin that course.
I. Eveolng Course FlnaJa are scheduled for the eveolng session during
flnalweet .
II. Common FlnaJa (Room to be scheduled by Registrar)
COURSE
FINAL EXAM TIME
Cbem Engr 10
Tblll'8day 1:00-2:00
Cbem Engr 131
Tuesday 10:00-12:00
C Sc 73
Tuesday 3:30-5:30
C Sc 74
Wednesday 7:30-9:30
C Sc 163
Tuesday 3:30-5:30
C Sc 218
Monday 10:00-12:00
C Sc 260
Tuesday 10:00-12 :00
EE 61 A, B
Tblll'8day 7:30-9:30
EE 61 C, D
Tblll'8day 7:30-9:30
EE 61 E, F
Tblll'8day 7:30-9:30
EE 63 A, B
Tblll'8day 7:30-9:30
EE 207
Tuesday 10:00-12:00
EE 211 D, E
Tuesday 10:00-12:00
EE 231 B, C
Wednesday 1:00-3 :00
EE 251
Monday 10:00-12:00
EE 253
Friday 3:30-5:30
EE 265 A, B
Wednesday 7:30-9:30
EE 267 A, B
Tuesday 10:00-12:00
EE 271
Wednesday 7:30-9:30
EE 273
Wednesday 7:30-9:30
EE2BIB,C,G
Friday 3:30-5:30
EM 50,150,170
Wednesday 7:30-9:30
EM 110
Monday 10:00-12:00
Geol Engr 50
Tblll'8day 1:00-3: 00
Hlst60D,F
Tuesday 10:00-12 :00
Hist lll, 112
Tuesday 10:00-12 :00
Math 2, 4, 21, 22
Monday 10:00-12 :00
Math 6
Wednesday 1:00-3:00
Math 8
Tblll'8day 7:30-9:30
ME 204
Tuesday 3:30-5:30
ME 225
Tblll'8day 1:00-3:00
ME 279
Wednesday 1:00-3:00
Pbys 21, 23, 24, 25
Wednesday 1:00-3:00
Pbysl07
Tblll'8day 1:00-3:00
III. Regular FlnaJa
First WeetJy Class
Final Exam Time
Meeting Time
Tuesday 7:30-9:;10
Monday 8:30
Wednesday 3:30-5:30
Monday 9:30
Monday 10:30
Tblll'8day 3:30-5:30
Tuesday 1: 00-3:00
Monday 11:30
Monday 1:00-3:00
Monday 12:30
Friday 7:30-9:30
Monday 1:30
Friday 3:30-5:30
Monday 2:30
Monday 7:30-9:30
Tuesday 8: 05 Or 8: 30
Monday 3:30-5:30
Tuesday 9: 30
Friday 10:00-12:00
Tuesday 10:30
Wednesday 10:00-12:00
Tuesday 11:05 Or 11:30
Tblll'8day 10:00-12:00
Tuesday 12: 30
Friday 1:00-3:00
Tuesday 1 :30 Or 2: 05

SOURCE: OPI
The
National
Science
Foundation (NSF) is supporting
a study, in the amounl of
$44,585, entitled " Continuing
Education Needs for EngineersScientists in the Three State
Ozark Region." The study will
be made by three land grant
institutions in the area - the
of
Arkansas,
University
Fayetleville; University of
Missouri-Rolla, and Oklahoma
State University, Stillwater.
Dr. John Amos, director of
the
Center
for
Applied
Engineering Management at
UMR will serve as prinCipal
investigator for the project. Codirectors are: Frank E . Burk,
assistant professor of industrial
engineering,
University of
Arkansas; Dr. Dan Babcock,
of
engineering
professor
management, UMR; Dr. James
E . Shamblin, director of Ihe
Center for Local Government
Technology and Charles Maule,
also of the center, at Oklahoma
State University. Each of the
co-directors will call upon other
faculty in his institution and a
team of graduate students to
assist in implemenlation of the
program .
"During the past century, an
increasingly
industrialized
economy in the country has
drawn popula tion from the
r ural a reas to manufacluring
areas centered a round large

p---------------.
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Dear Organization:

Once again the Student Union Board is
sponsoring the Cbristmas Decorating Contest.
Tbis year the decorations will be judged on three
categories:
Animation
General appearance
Originality in design
Tbe judging will be beldFriday, December 1,
1978 at 5:00 p.m . Tbe winner will be announced at
IFC Sing and the tropby will be presented then.
If you are interested in participating in this
contest please contact Joe Peter at 364-1927.
Your cooperation and participation will belp
make Christmas Party Weekend just that mucb
better and will be greatly appreciated I

II
I
•

I
I
•

I
•
•

I
•

I
II Sincerely,
I.
Joe Peter
I Special_Even~ Committee
I
IL _______________
Student Union Board
•
~

COMPUTER OPERATORS
Fi rst Not iona l Ban k i n St. Louis is h ir ing (omp ut er Opera tors to sia ff
ou r data p rocessing cen t er in Columbia . We o ff er on opportunity to
g row wi th a maj o r D. P . sh op i n t he midwestern not ional industry. Some
o p era ting ex p e rien ce is h e lpfu l (pr e f e r ence given to Burrou gh s ex pe r i en ce). but we are willing to tra i n . W e n e ed ope rat o r s f or a ll th ree

51. Louis , MO 63101

W e w ill conta c t yo u fo r an Int erview in Co lumbi a

An Equal Opportunity Empl o yer M F

The
three
land
gran I
universities in the Ozark
Region have the capacity to
help these industries with the
problem. The NSF study is
designed to identify specific
areas of need, and investigate
the most practical methods
available to provide means of
fulfilling the needs for this
particular
segment
of
personnel.
Once the study is completed,
each institution - separately or
together - will make plans to
implement the results .

'rii~tti;; 'S;~'d;i~h'Sh~pi
~:;

Hillcrest Shopping Center

Under New Management

:
~ :~

$1.75 Fast, Quick Service

:'.

8:00 till 6:00 Daily; Till 5:00 Sat.

m

} ;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.:.;.;.;.;.;.; .•• ;.•...•.•.•......•;•.. ;•..•.:.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.:.::::.;.;.:.:.:.:.:.:::=:::=:=:::;;:;.:::::::::::::.:;;;;;:::;.;::.;

How much beer does How is Coors
Coors produce each beer brewed?
Coors is one of the most ex·
year?
pensively brewed beers in the

Currently , Adolph Coors Company is the nation 's fifth
largest brewer, producing
13 .5 million barrels - 423
million gallons- of beer in
1976. Coors has only one
brewery, located in Golden,
Colo., which is the largest
single brewery in the United
States, employing more than
3,600 people.
We buy aluminum '
beverage cans on
Mon., Tues., Wed.
8-5. Third Sat. of
each month 10 to 2

:~~

:~We are now serving chili, soups, sandwiches, and::
::~
pies. Come in and try our special lunches.
;!:

Coors beer has been renown ed f o r its
quality since Adolph Coors Company was
founded in 1873 by a young German
immigrant. Adolph Herman Joseph Coors
determined that his beer would be the
very best more than a century ago.
Today , grandsons, Bill and Joe are still
intent on prodUCing the finest beer
possible.

AI Kerth

510 Locust

lechnical knowledge changes so
rapidly, these people who have
moved to the more rural
regions have a real problem in
updating their training or
knowledge, maintaining their
professional competency and
learning new skills."

Why is Coors
beer so famous?

shif ts . Exce ll e nt sala ry a nd b e n e f i t s. Se n d res um e to :

First National Bank in St. louis

cities," Dr. Amos says. " This
has been particularly true in the
Ozark Region, an area not well
suited to modern agricultural
advancements .
"In the pasl decade or two,
however, the trend has started
to reverse. With modern
transportation
and
communications, industry is
finding il advantageous to move
out of Ihe large industrial areas
into regions offering less
expensive job markets and the
aesthetic advanlages found in
smaller urban communities.
" Industry depends on key
technical
personnel,"
he
continues, "such as plant ' and
production engineers, quality
control
engineers,
and-or
research and development
scientists. Some operations,
such as mining and utililies,
require a considerable number
of technical personnel. Because

world taking about 55 days in
the aging and finishing processes alone. Coors is brewed
with a special strain of Moravian III barley malted to
perfection, Pure Rocky Mountain Spring Water gathered
from more than 40 springs at
the Golden brewery, and the
finest rice to make the beer
light and refreshing.

'R ANSOALL 01S1.
P.O. Box 487
18th St. and Frisco Tracks
Rolla, Mo. 65401
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Students as Consumers: Satisfied?
CPS RELEASE
Steven Simpson, a University
of Wash ington grad student,
rou tinely r egistered for a fivecred it philosophy course th is
fall. But on the first day of the
semester ,
his
professor
announced that one class a
week would be devoted to
" read ing."
Simpson
felt
cheated . He had paid for five
" contact hours" with the
teacher, and wanted what he'd
paid for. The university,
however,
ruled
that
no
regulations had been Violated,
and ' dismissed
Simpson's
complaint.
Simpson 's not the only
student around who has
complained about " academic
malpractice, " or who has begun
to see himself as a consumer.
Lawsuits and complaints about
students not getting what they
paid for have incr eased. As
mor e cases reach the courts,
Washington i~ starting to pay
mor e attention to the problem
of a student being dissatisfied
with his or her classes and
universities. The most recent
evidence
of
governmental
interest
in
student
is
the
consumerism
establishment here of a new
( Continued from p, 1)
Alian Richard Louiselle. Rosema ry Mar ie
Love. Chack-Kau L un. Patrick Michael
McCole. John Philip Melcher . Gregory
Phillip Pace, Lawre nce James Padriel d.
Russell Mark Pearson, Gregory Scott
Pe rk i ns, Mor ris Pouldar. James Theodore
Rau . Stacy James Sauer. Terry Ray
Schei hi ng.
Da niel
Charles
Schenk,
Patricia Ann School, Robert Joseph
Tenholder. Stephanie Ann Touzinsk y,
Mohsen Vahedi . John Porter Wa r mack.
David Garth Winter, Michael Hansen
Zi mmerman.
Bachelor or Sc ience In E lectrical
Engineeri ng:
Craig
Leonard
Agne.
Ric hard Erwin Baumann. Robert Alfred
Bellora. Walter S. Billingham. Paul
F ra ncis Braddock . Robert Joseph Braun.
Donald Ray Brown . Warren Jam es
Burgett , Paul Dougl as Buschmeye r ,
Daniel Cra ig Conde, Gary Alan Corbin ,
Bahram Daneshvar, John Theodore
D iecker, Randy E . Donaldson, St ephen
Moser E rnst . Jairo Escobar . Robert
Emmett Farrell, Jr .• Steven Rona l d
Gerd es Kenneth Dean Gilbert , Jeff
Hann ah. Dona ld James Hei skell. Thomas
Edward Jell. Hyong Shin Kim . Gar rett S.
K r amer. James Harvey Kra mer, Den nis
L ee M cCorm ack, John Wi lli am McV ay,
Mark Steven Miller, Dann y Gene Morton .
Joseph L ynn Murphy, Mar ion Allen
M ye rs. Pa ul John Nauert, Jr., Hassan
Noor aldin Moosa. Julio Cesa r Nunez
Borj a, Stephen Ar th ur Olson, Leonardo
Ort iz Chourio, Carlos Lui s Pena. Ste fan
Ger ald Petras. Gary F red Re. Michael
Joseph Ru sso, Robe rt Louis Ruzensky. Jr.,
Don ald Benja mi n Sch ae fer , J r ., Steven
Gerard Serni ak . John T hompson Sharp ,
Christopher B. Smith. Dav id John Stelze r ,
Gary J ames Tagga r t, Hun g Manh T ran,
John
Ray Vida cak. M ichael Glen
Whitmore, L awrence Jam es Wuen., Inwoo
Yoon, David M ilton Yor k. Roger Ca r l
Zi mm erma nn. Jr
Bachelor of Sc ience In Eng inee r i ng
M anagem.ent : James E. Beseda. Thomas
Lee Dann er . Jr , Veronica Sue Durli ng.
Michae l J Gregory, Lui s EnrIque Guzm an
0, Jam es Owen Ha wley. Mel vin Ray
Heisserer . M ar k FrancIs Huck, Russell
Alien Ku r tz. Dum rongchai Maneevese.
Reyhano ll a M asnav l, DaVId L . Onstott,
Donald E rnes t Renner. Jr., Bru ce Quinn
Roney. Charles Edwa r d Staley. Brenda
Iceline Tenes , Dennis Pa ul Wa rden.
William Michael Warwick. Virgil Vincent
Work , Jr.
Bachel or of Science in Enginee r i ng
Mechani cs: Richa rd E lliot F ields
Bachelor of Scien ce in Mechanical
E ngineeri ng : MI chael MelVin Amelunke.
Daniel Joseph Anglie, Gregory Robert
Arneson. Gregor y Joseph Baker. Ronald
Eugene Baker. Craig Ailen Barnes. Joseph
James Becker. Kenneth Pau l Bru gionl.
Michael W. Brya n, John Thomas Buncher,
Albert Lee Charles, Michael Da vid Clark,
Michael L ee Goldiron , DaVi d Frederick
Collier , Tim othy Brya n Cox, Jon Lee
Danu ser , Gary William DaVIdson, Andrew
Scott Drake, Dean William Fa lh, Mark
Al bert Fou rnier , Patri ck Linn Harri s.
Jesus Marl a Herna ndez Sa nchez . William
Edwa rd Hoehn, Michael Joh n Honig fort,
Victor L arm ar Ke rns, Gary Roger Lake,
La wr ence C. Lee , Ric hard Robert Li nd,
Michael F Ludw ig, Abraham Mala

agency designed to make
colleges a little more truth ful in
their
.. advertising"
in
ca talogues and syllabi.
The agency is ca lled CHOICE
the Center for Helping
Or ganiza tions I mprove Choice
in Education - and is the most
expensive of the 12 governmentfunded groups
trying
to
establish
precedents
for
students' consumer ri ghts .

hard to con vince schools to
market the truth instead of a
more tempting idealized image.
Stark si mply says colleges can
be persuaded, and leaves the
issue at that.
The
most
noticeable
deficiency
in
CHOICE 's
modest office is the absence of
students. For the moment this
seem s to be a consumer
movement wi thout consumers.

CHOICE, with a three-year,
$400,000 grant from the U.S.
Dept. of Health, Education and
Welfare's
Fund
for
the
Improvement of Postsecondary
is
the
most
Education,
expensive
government
sponsored student consumer
group to date. Nevertheless, its
Ann Arbor office is spare and
undecorated, reflecting the
proj ect's r ecent relocation from
Syracuse.
But
project
administrator John Griffith's
ma ter ials are undoubtedly
persuasive,
informa tive,
r ational and well-written.
The materials, though, do
pose some nagging questions
about the student consumer
movement as it now stands.
College
enrollments,
for
example, promise to continue to
decline.
Under
such
circumstances, it might be very

The
student
consumer
movement, in short, seems to
be in a .peculiar stage of
development, largely directed
by representatives of the
institutions
that
students
frequently
need protection
from . Despite the very best of
intentions and an impressive
level of idealism at CHOICE,
there is very little of the
militancy that student anger
would seem to dictate.
As a result, Steven Simpson is
not the only student consumer
to lose his case, either. In the
sprin g, for example, Lisa
Hartman, a com munications
maj or at MetropOlitan State
College in Denver, registered
for what proved to be a very
disappointing journalism class.
The professor missed six
classes, and, at the end of the
quarter, Hartinan complained.

La tuff, Robert Stephen Meiners. Michael
Kev i n Monrotus, James George Mueller,
James Ca rl Niem eyer , James Robert
Pozzo, Mark Andrew Re idm eyer , Den ni s
Wayne Schu lte, Michael James Sm ith,
David Earl Statier , Lloyd Eugene
Thom pson, Michael P. Verbryck, Louis
Taylo r Wa rd II I. Kev in Dean Whi te,
Michael David Wi nnett and Glen Alan
Ziolko.

Engineeri ng : Cheng-Ping Chang and John
Eugene Lambie.
Master
of
Science
in
Nuclear
Engineer ing: Anek Punyakumleard.
Master
of Science in Chemical
Engineering : Ross Robert Klie, James
Richard Sm ith and Edm und Arthur
Kobylinski.
M aster of Science i n Civil Engineeri ng :
Valentino T ravis Bates, Williams Chester
McAllister III . John David Chittenden.
Bradley R. Par r ish, David Michael David,
Bijan Pou ldar, Joseph Philip Hartman,
Glendon Taylor Stenvens Ill. Verle John
Heind selman, Jr ., Thom as M . Ve llofC, Sr .,
Syed Khaja Ihtheshamuddin, Shih-Chun
Wu , William Lynn Maxfield. Wan-Chuan
Rober t Yin and Waiter Howar d Za chritz
II .
Master of Science in Electrical
E ngineerin g.:
Rober t
Beauch amp,
Richard R . Fitzmauri ce. Thang Vi nh Le, .
Robert Warren Mason. David C. Na gy,
Van Th anh Pham and Haur Daniel Shaw.
Master of Science in En gineerin g
Man agl'!m ent : Hassan Seyed Abtahi , Capt.
David Earl Amthauer , John M . Andr le,
Syed Waqar .Haider, Jeffrey A. Hi ssong,
Erdogan K uyu cuogl u, Donald Edwa rd
M urphy, Rober t LeRoy Ottos, Sava r ose
Semachaibovo rn . Homer Law rence T aber
and Rich ard Alvin Weige l.
Master of Sci ence in En gineering
Mechani cs: L ar ry Ralph Bu schU ng and
Da vid A. Dillard.
Master of Science in Mechanica l
E ngineeri ng : Pa ul John Chris tm an,
Arthur Lewis Giesler . Michael Frede ri ck
La ckner, Michael Willia m Lamber t.
Thomas Wi ll iam Roger s, Richard George
Schrenke r and Yung-Tand Yen.
Master of Science in Chemi stry : Dan
Thom as Hoffmann, Patr ick Thomas
Hoopes, David Charles Lew is. Kay rod
Ma dani and Dav id R. Quigley .
Master of Sc ience in Co mpu ter Science :
Earl J. Boes l, Wi lli am K atamur a,
Frederick Lawre nce K un z, Wei-N ung Liu.
Dona ld L eRoy Meek and Law rence W.
Weste r meyer.
M aster of SCie nce in Geology and
Geoph ysics : Mel vin Joy Aycock. Jr .,
M ichael Har ry Deming, William Pa ul
O'Brien, Chen-Bi n Su, Solomon Hartley
Toweh . Stephen Anthony Whitney and
Carol Ann Wimmer.
Master of Science In Physics : Steven
Richard Gol dam mer

COLLEGE OF ARTS
AND SCIENCES

Bachelor of Ar ts : David Bruce
Copeland ,
Sherr i
Dianne
Hopkins.
Eleonore Maria Ingr am, L anna Marlene
K i mber lin, Marl a Antoinette Lux, Glor ia
Isabel Carasquiallo de Mendez. Dorethea
An n Rapier and Joy ce Ann Thom as.
Bachelor of Scie nce in Chern istry:
Denni s Le roy Faler , Michael Anthony
Hay nes, Robert L Her it age, Jr .• Randall
William Jones, James Lee Puckett. Kay
E llen Sooter and Randall Joseph Whit e.
Bachelor of Science i n Co mputer
Science: Donald Stephen Bahm II . Angela
Marie C'a r roll. Susan M. Culwell , Stanto n
Ke nt F arley, John R. Ganofsky, Jr.,
Dani el
W. Goodall , Frances
Kei
Hauschi ldt, M ary Jo Hudnu t, Rober t
Co nway Nard in, Jr., Rita Ann Norfleet,
Da nny Allen Reed. Johnnie CUrtis
Rober ts, M ichael Allen Rodgers. Steven
Murphy Smith, James Charles Upchur ch,
Theodore Bec ke r Wald bar t and James
Ke nneth Wei nhold .
Bac helor of SCIence in Econom ics : John
F ielding Akery, Beth An n Viessman
Bexter muelier, M ark David M alone, Kent
Brya n M arlow, Shi rl ey Ann Reed, Roge.
Howa rd Rickett s, La rry John Stratman,
Br ia n Da Vid Walker and Randa ll Ken t
Wh ite.
Bachelor of SC ience In Geology an d
Geophysics : Gr egory A Crews. Russell
War ren Da hmer , J ames Lou is Donahoe
II I. Rolin L . Geronsi n. Keith Cl ark e Jant z,
J uan Danie l Gomez Sara bi a, Sa ndra Jo
Hagnl. M ar llza Ji menez Meneses, Julie
Ann Mi ller, Ped ro J Mirabal Dua r te, L uis
Gilberto Palmes Yepez, James Michael
Pa rty, Hugo A Rodriquez J. Je ffrey
Cra ig Swove land.
Bachelor of Sc ience in Li fe Sciences:
Susan Rebecca Gauthier. Timothy V
Sommer, PatricIa Ann Smith and Steven
M ichael Watson .
Ba chelor
of SCience In
Appli ed
M a t hema ti cs ~ Joh n Fra nk li n Alva rez II I,
Johnnie Cur tis Rober ts and Robert J Belt
Bace hlor of Science In PhysIcs : John
Franklin Alvarez Ill . Clifford Roger Klei n.
David Stan ley Darr and Way ne Lee
McVay .
Bachelor of SC ience In Psychology :
Judith Kathryn Klssl lnger and Ernest
N ikol aisen. Jr.

GRADUATE SCHOOL
Master
of
SCience
10
Cerami c
i::nglReerlnl!: Da Yld Jdmes !)ul l cr
M aste r of Science In Ge-ologlcal
En ginee rin g: Stephen Hoover Shoem aker .
Ma ster of Sc ience In Metallurgical

DOCTOR OF PH ILOSOPHY
Dennis Ray Anderson - Chemistry .
Robert VanGo rder Ballad - Chemistr y;
Carey Bernard Bottom - Chemistry;
Charl es Fisher Cooper - Chemi stry:
Nittaya
Hokierti
Elec trical
E ngineering ;
Gar y Clifford M agruder - Chem istry ;
Charl es M ancel McDowell - E lectrica l
E nginee r ing;
Anth ony Dom ini ck Messina - Chemica l
E ngmeermg;
Nguye n Phun g - Civ il Enginee rmg:
Roger
Ha den
Smith
Civil
E ngineer i ng.
Robert Charles Speck
Geological
E ngineer mg;
Leonard L . Woolsey
GeologIcal
E nginee r ing and
Jam es J . Wyckoff - Ma them at ics.

understanding that I was going
to be taught something. I th ink
it's the college's responsib ility
to deliver what it promises."
Hartman didn't get her
money back . She did get the
legal standing to sue, but, on the
other hand, she didn't have the
money to sue. She has since " let
the matter drop."

The .dean of students explained
that the professor had had some
very
difficult
personal
problems, and that he was
normally near the top when
student
evaluations
were
analyzed.
" I really felt bad for him ,"
Hartman explained, " but I had
taken the class with the

Kodak Grants
Eastman Kodak Company
announced grants of $3.9
million to 311 colleges and
universities in the United States
through the company' s 1978
Educational Aid Program .
These grants are in addition
to more than $2 million in
annual support of continuing
education opportunities for
K odak people under a program
which includes tuition aid,
academic
aSSignments,
master's and doctoral awards.
In a joint announcement
Walter A. Fallon, chairman and
ch ief executive officer, and
Colby H. Chandler, preSident,
said :
" More
than
850
institutions have shar ed in
some $65 million in Kodak aid
to education, its goal remains
the same. That is, to help our
institutions of higher learning
fulfill their obligations to
students and to the nation, with
as
the prinCipal
society
beneficiary. Kodak grants for
1978 continue the com pany 's
comm itment
to
quality

education and to acaaemic
excellence. "
This year's program includes
the following grants :
Kodak
employee-alumni
grants - $950,000 to 109 fouryear privately supported and
114 publicly supported colleges
and univer sities, including 66
pr ivately
and
publicly
supported schools offering an
AAS degree.
Research grants - $246,000 to
29 graduate departments at 25
institutions of higher learning.
Special grants
$2.322
million in nonrecurring grants
to 31 institUtions, including
liberal ar ts colleges .
Grants
to
education
associations - $170,000 to 21
education organ Jlt,;: ' ions and
associations throughout the
U.S.
Scholarship grants - $268,000
to support the Kodak National
Merit
Scholarship
Awards
program
and the Kodak
Scholars Program .

9~R~~!!!G ~~~N~~ ~R~~ l

~~
.ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES
DICKEY - john Corporation is a st at e-ol · the-art su pp l ier of elec·
tronic instrumentation and control systems to the Agri cu lture Industry . We cu rrent l y have these chall enging o p portunities in our
Auburn , Illinois facility :

PRODUCT DESIGN ENGINEER
You will be involved in the design o f digital and analog circuitry
and have supporting product design duties . directly app l icable
10 the developm e n t of agricuhur a l e l ectro n ic instrumentation
and control sys t ems utilizing microprocessor and other state-of·
the -ort technology . BSEE required . 2-3 years experience
desirable but not essential.

MICROWAVE DESIGN ENGI NEER
You will be involved in the design of state·of -the · art agricultural
products combining microwave, analog and digital circuitry .
BSEE required .. 2·3 years related experience desired but not
essentlOl

CONTROL SYSTEMS ENGINEER
You will be working in the area of mon Itoring and control equip '
ment for gram elevators and process plonts . You must ha ve
BSEE and some knowledge of microprocessor work and an
understanding of control sys tem s
DICKEY · john can o ffer you on attra c tive starting sa lary and
generous benefit s, Including Health and Accident Insurance
Life Insuran ce Di sability In su rance. Savings and Invest ment
Profit Shoring . Paid Vacation . Paid Holidays . Outstanding
Potent ial for Advancement and a Meaningful Future with the
Company thot 's First in Agrionlcs I

FOR PROMPT CONSIDERATION
SALARY HI STORY TO
DICKEY lohn Corpor ation
Bo x 10
Auburn tl 62615

MAIL YOUR RESUME AND

",",..,'"·',·111:

DICKEV-·ohri
;J
COI=IPORATtON

We Ale An Equal OPPOfl iJfllry Emoloyer M / F

I
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'THE
MOVE IS ON TO NATIONAL'
Where More than the Price is Right. .. and the price is Rightl
NOTICE

u Iny 01 th' Id"Ir1!.ld I',ms Ir, not
l"IU.bl, dur ing Ih. period covered by thl'
Nilions' SUptif M"kst, Inc .• Ad ••" , • •
minI . you . r. Inll lilld t o . slmll,r product
01 equII o r bottl,r qUllity I • • • ub l tltut,
lor the .d ....'U.ed pries (Of low... prlCI) 01'
.1 your opllon you ml., hi ••• " R,ln
COoK!! " to purCh.u Ih' .d .... rt lsed pr~
duclill 'I'" tlms It th, Idyert ls.d pr ici .
The WAS Prlc., In Ihl' Ad ... erll .. me nl R,t,r to
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Elvis Mania=======================

'Tigre - Coming Thr~ugh'
BV Linda Marie
Un Nov . 25, Rolla 's Elvis fans
were able to view reportedly the
best of the Elvis imper sonators
- Terry Tigre. Tigre, who was
born in Caruthersville, MO, has
been in the show business field
for 17 of his thirty years. He has
been doing his own Elvis show
for the entire span of those
years . Tigre credits Elvis with
being his favorite perform er .
Tigre's success is probably in
part due to Elvis 's fame . Face
it, if Elvis hadn 't been a popular
performer, why would fans of
his
flock
to
see
the
impersonators springing up
everywhere.
" I would never want to be
Elvis," says Tigre, "I just want
to give folks who loved Elvis but
never got a chance to see him
an opportunity to come and
enjoy themselves, because I
loved Elvis just as much as they
do. "
A good sized crowd attended
the first show which was
followed by a sparse - even
disappointedly small crowd for
the second show . The two
concerts where done as a
benefit for radio station KilF R

a
100,000
wa tt
noncommercial station li censed
to the University of Missouri.
Tigre has done other benefit
show s
for
leukem ia .
He said, "A friend of mine and
member of my group has it this disease has become more
real to me, seeing him go
through the changes it brings
on. One couldn 't doubt the
sincerity with which he spoke when a hint of a tear shone in
Tigre's eye at the mention of his
friend's illness.
. To say that Tigre is very
much like Elvis would be an
understatement. Avid Elvis
fans flocked to see him wigglesweat and throw kisses and
scarves. Fans of Tigre came
from Springfield, KC and all
over the surrounding area to
see him perform here at Rolla .
One fan had seen him perform
twelve times before - but kept
coming back for " one last
kiss."
Despite problems with mikes
going dead during a song and
loud feedback Tigre gave his
audience
a
fantastic
performance. Perhaps the only
really disturbing thing about
the whole concert were the

groupies. The bleach bottle
blonds who pushed and shoved
their way to the front of the
stage and wouldn 't leave
without a kiss from the
performer and even then they
didn 't want to leave. (Some
didn't) .
Tigre didn 't mind, though .
Who
wouldn't
enjoy
the
"loving" attention of all those
girls.
As this story hits the press,
film ing has begun on a
biography of Elvis ' life as
written by Gary Edmundson
and directed by Hal Willis.
Tigre is taking the starring role
- the ultimate for any Elvis
impersonator. Tigre's reaction
to receiving the role was that he
was "thrilled to death."
He also said, it has been " my
ambition for a long time to have
the part of Elvis in a movie".
The sincerity with which Tigre
speaks, coupled with his
southern country manners
makes him a very personable
man. A man that was just as
enjoyable off stage as well as
on. Let's hope that the
inevitable success of the movie
doesn't spoil Tigre the man or the performer.

Engineering
Employment
SOURCE : OPI
Employment surveys show
that engineering has the most
job openings and the best
salaries for four-year college
graduates.
Last
spring,
engineering accounted for 58
percent of all job offers to
graduating seniors all over the
country . The average starting
salary
for
engineering
graduates was almost $1400
per month.
The the National Engineering
Aptitude Search (NEAS ) Tests
at the University of MissouriRolla Saturday, Feb. 24, 1979.
From the results, you can
de term ine
your
probable
success
in
college
level
engineering courses.
The testing program, which is
open to students in grades 9-12,
is sponsored by the Junior
Engineering Technical Society
(JETS) ,
a
non-profit
educational organization. A
series of
examinations
measure ability in four areas verbal, numerical, science and
mechanical comprehension .
Students who take the tests
will receive personal reports of
their results accompanied by an
explanation.
Participants
whose scores show special
talent for engineering are
eligible to receive special
award~

An additional optional test
offered by JETS is the SelfDir ected Sear ch (SDS ). This
test helps students to evaluate
their own interests and abilities
in exploring what occupation to
follows

Interested students should
obtain applications from high
school counselors and return
them
to Professor Jerry
Bayless,
JETS
area
coordinator, department of civil
engineerinl!. UMR. bv Dec. IS.
Professor Bayless says that
not only does engineering offer
the most and highest paid jobs,
it offers a creative lifetime
career.
"Engineers
are
problem solvers," he . says,
" And the nation badly needs
engineers to solve many
problems, such as the energy
crisis,
environmental
protection,
transportation,
communications and many,
many others. These challenging
positions will be filled by
students now in high school."
The JETS testing program is
endorsed
by
all
major
engineering societies.
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======Terry Tigre======

Ediletters
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STATEMENT OF POLICY
The opinions expressed herein do not necessarily represent the opinion or policies of the
MISSOURI ~INE~_ Th~ ediletters section is the sanctuary of the general public. All
letters .subn~lItted wllI,as In the past, be printed in their unaltered and original form when
space In thiS newspaper permits .

Please Write
Dear Editor,
Could you please help me by,
publishing my ad or letter, I am
currently
in
a " Federal
Correctional Institution and had
the thought that if you were so
kind as to publish my ad,
" Possibly " someone would
read it and write to me. I am a
lonely guy who needs someone
to correspond with.
" Pen Pal Wanted"
Please Write To :
Billy Wilson Age:30
No. 00021-193 C-Unit
P.O. Box-W. Lompoc, Ca. 43438
I would like to thank you for
the time and consideration you

by Tim Downs

have shown in taking the time
out of your busy day to read my
letter.
Yours Sincerely,
Billy Wilson

what UMR needs. I'm not
exactly thrilled by his assertion
need
not
that
students
understand, just accept. But I'll
give him another chance .
Maybe he was just trying to be
Bookstore A Rea lit'"I'funny
(a very questionablej
form of humor). At any rate, I~
think he may have just been iIIDear Editor,
advised on the bookstore. Jess
So, the proposed Auxiliary Zink isn't known for his
Enterprises Bookstore is about fabulous sense of judgement.
Since I first came here in
to become a reality , eh ? Don 't
let anyone fool you ; it'll never 1974, I have never seen one of
Zink 's projects succeed. All of
be a " university " bookstore his projects seem to be designed
it 'll be all Aux . Ent.
I 'm not really sure what to to raise money by screwing the
think about our new Chancellor. students, and most students
Exclusive of this bookstore r efuse to be screwed. What I've
mess, the things he has always failed to understand is
attempted to do seem to be just
(Continued on pg, 8)
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University Performance

Messiah
Well folks, the University 's
Choir and Orchestra has again
proven their exception~1 ability
to entertain and caress the
aural senses of classical music
lovers. Monday , Nov. 27, the
choir and orchestra performed
at Fort Leonard Wood, in the
base 's chapel. The orchestr a
and
choir
per form ed
fantastically, enhanced by Joel
Kramme's excellent conducting
and the choir 's own soloists.
The student soloists were :
Janet Knobbe, junior
in
chemical engineering; Lois
Cotton, junior in engineering
management ; Robert Cayse, a
sophomore
in
mechanical
engineering; Keith Steele, a
freshman in civil engineering ;
and last, but not least, Bruce
Bergman, a grad student in EE.
Guest soloists included: Jamie
Anderson, a talented and
experienced
singer
who
graduated from UMC; Elsie
Pipenger, an extremely gifted
singer from Appleton City ;
Mary Peeves, an enchanting
performer from KC ., who holds
a B.S. in education from UMC ;
and
Monique
Rollins,
a
and
talented
beautiful
Frenchwoman from Nice, who
founded the " Lyrians." Vielen
the
wonderful
dank
for
and
performance,
ladies
gentlemen;
Herr
Handel
would've been pleased .
If
you
missed
this
performance, music lovers, the
choir and orchestra will be
performing twice on 3 Dec, 1978,
at 2 p.m. and 7 p.m. in the First
Baptist Church, Rolla. This

time, Ihe soloists will be
professional and double albums
of this performance will be
available for ordering - just
ask any orchestra or choir
member. See you there'
Soloists with the 85-voice
choir (approximately 60 UMR
students and 25 adults from the
community ) will be Linda
Plake Sparlin, Rolla, soprano;
Joanne Cruickshank, St. Louis,
alto; M. Ellis Julien, Jonesboro,
Ark ., tenor,
and
Carroll
Proctor, Iowa City, Iowa, bass.
Soloists with the 40-piece
orchestra (20 UMR students
and 20 community musicians)
are
Sharon
McCreery,
Springfield, violin (concert
mistress); Joseph Kaminsky,
St. Louis, 2nd violin; Walter
Riediger, St. Louis, viola, and
Carlton McCreery, Springfield,
cello.
Linda Sparlin's academic
background includes study at
the music schools of the
University of Missouri-Kansas
City, University of Kansas,
Northwestern
University,
Roosevelt University, CaseWestern Reserve University in
Cleveland and the Cleveland
Music School Settlement. She
has sung with the Chicago
Symphony
Orchestra,
the
Cleveland Orchestra Chamber
Chorus and the Lake Erie
Opera Theater in Cleveland.
She has served also as soloist
with various churches .
Her solo work in Rolla
includes performances with the
Community Chorus, UMR's
Choir and the Missouri Women
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in the Arts Festival. In addition,
she has directed Rolla Chamber
Singers and served as a director
for
Rolla
Theater
Arts
Association . She currently
carries a full teaching load of
voice students.
Joanne Cruickshank received
her bachelor and master of
music
degrees
in
voice
performance
from
Northwestern
University,
Evanston, Ill. She spent a year
in post-graduate study of lieder
and opera at the Music
Academy of !he West, Santa
Barbara, Calif., with Lotte
Lehmann. She was a winner of
the st. Louis Symphony Young
Artist
Competition
and
appeared as soloist with the
American Kantorei, St. Louis
Bach Society and St. Louis,
Knoxville, Oklahoma City and
Charlotte, N.C. orchestras.
Ms. Cruickshank has taught
at the University of Tennessee,
Washington University and St.
Louis
University
and
is

UNIVERSITY CENTER
INFORMATION DESK
Candy
Tobacco
Sundry Items
School Supplies
UNIVERSITY CENTER
EAST

341-4296

place. The only people who'll
use it will be incoming students
who don't know any better, and
a small number of students who
just don't care . And if Zink
thinks he'll show a profit in the
first year, he's all wet. Studies
show that it takes the average
small business 3 to 5 years to
start making a return on
investment.
Mr. Marchello, if you're
really worried about space
utiiization, and you feel you
must put in a bookstore, why

not use the Miner Lounge. In 41h
years all I've seen it used for is
University
(non-student)
receptions. Many students use
the snack bar to eat, to study,
and to socialize; only a few
students use the Miner Lounge
to study, and most of them just
fall asleep there anyway.
I'm sure this letter will make
me rather unpopular at Aux .
Ent., but I refuse to hide behind
a number.
Sincerely
Phyllis T. Lanza No. 38305

FINCH JEWELRY
Corner of 8th & Rolla Streets

RN Memoirs
CPS RELEASE
When
Richard
Nixon's
memoir, RN, was released in
the United States last spring, a
string of "Don't Buy Books
From Crooks" protests and
even a lawsuit were touched off
in the nation. The book's
publisher contends sales have
been "respectable" anyway.
Yet, in the wake of two major
international book fairs, it
appears that the anti-book
campaign has had it greatest
effect outside the United States.
Market surveys at the big
London and · Frankfurt book
fairs, according to industry
journal BP Report, show that
RN sales ha ve been "setting no
records" thus far.
British
booksellers,
for
example, ordered only 6000
copies of the 'book, and have yet
to sell all of them.
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Ediletters Continued
how_an ex-basketball coach got
to be head of Aux. Ent. (How
many of you knew that's what
Zink used to be?) Perhaps Mr.
Zink has other qualifications
that I'm not aware of, but I will
say that if he coached his team
the way he runs Aux. Ent., they
must have lost every game.
Maybe that's why he's not a
coach anymore.
To get back on the track, I
have a piece of advise for Mr.
Marchello: Don't do what your
top advisors recommend until
you know where the students
stand. Your advisors have too
many conflicts of interests;
being in touch with the students
is the only way you'll ever be
able to judge things from all
sides. Although we didn't elect
you, we are, in essence, your
constituents; you need to know
what we think .
As far as the bookstore goes,
I'll be gone by the time it comes
in, but if I were here I'd be
damned if I 'd ever set foot in the

currently a member of the voice
faculty of Webster College, St.
Louis. She also teaches private
voice students.
M. Ellis Julien received his
B.A. degree from Hope College,
Holland, Mich. and his master's
degree in music from the
University of Illinois, Urbana:
During the summers he has
studied at the Aspen Music
Festival, Yale Summer School
of Music and Art, privately with
Leslie Chabay, Washington
University,
the
Goldovsky
Opera Workshop and Memphis
State University.
Julien was instructor of
music
for
a
year
at
Northwestern College, Orange
City, Iowa and has been on the
music faculty at Arkansas State
University since 1968. He has
done considerable solo work
with various choral groups and
orchestras and has directed
numerous
church
music
programs and community vocal
groups.
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Offer expires Saturday

1107 Pine

Rolla , Mo.

364-3161
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ATALE OF TWO STUDENTS
Bill Miner

Joe Miner
By ED LATIMER
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As we last left Joe, he had
gone to the drive-in with four of
his pledge brothers from the
EA T house, and had gotten a
little rowdy. They especially
had heckled this one couple, and
it eventually got them kicked
out of the theater. As they left
the drive-in, they spotted the
couple they had been giving
trouble to just leaving too, and
followed them out to Bruno's. At
Bruno's', they found out that the
guy wasn't 21 and that he
couldn't get in, but his date
already was . Assuring him that
they'd tell her, they went in
after her. Joe had found her
first, and the two hit it off so
well that they stayed for over
three hours and then went
home. Joe got the use of Harry's
pick-up truck and took his pick·
up date out to eat, and then they
came back and _parked on the
side of the EA T house. Suddenly
Joe saw the guy's car who they
had been heckling all night and
whose date Joe was with now.
Figuring for the worst, Joe
prepared himself ...
"Oh,
no.
Here
comes
somebody trying to sneak up to
the truck. I'll take care of this,"
Joe said to his date. Looking
toward the ' EAT house, Joe
knew that there were many of
his pledge brothers watching

him park with this ' girl with
binoculars out of the windows,
and Joe also knew that this was
to his advantage. He heard the
guy approaching, and waited
until he thought that he was
right underneath his door. Then
Joe yelled out from the window,
" PLEDGE BROTHERS!"
The
reaction
was
instantaneous-. All of his pledge
brothers, already focusing on
Joe's activities, were out there
in a flash. "Take hiin inside and
take care of him ," Joe said to
them.
The group of people left with
their prize secured, away and
enterea tne EAT house.
"What's going to happen to
him?" Joe's beautiful date
asked.
"Oh, I don't know but I
imagine that it's not going to be
too nice," Joe replied with a
grin.
"I want to see what they're
doing to him. Please, Joe?"
"Oh, alright; I suppose
there's no harm in that. We still
have a lot of time left anyway."
The couple got out of the truck
and went into the EA T house.
"Wait here while I go up and
check out what all that noise is
about upstairs. That's probably
where they've got him now."
With that Joe started up the
( Cont. on pg. 10)

By ED LATIMER
As we last left Bill, he had
taken his date to the drive-in
where he had been heckled by
five fraternity men driving a
pick-up truck. Leaving the
drive-in, Bill took his date to
Bruno's where she went in but
he got carded and had to wait
outside. He told the next people
who went in to please tell his
date what had happened and to
send her outside again. Well,
the next people going in were
the same ones who had heckled
him at the drive-in, and after he
told them he waited outside for
three hours, then drove home
disappointed and hurt. On his
way home, he saw one of the
hecklers with his date in the
pick-up truck by the side of the
EAT fraternity house. Deciding
that this was his chance, Bill got
out of the car ...
It was still pretty early in the
evening - about 12 o'clock and there were still many EAT
actives up in the house oil
Saturday night. But, Bill was
pretty upset and decided to go
ahead anyway. He snuck out of
his car and up towards the pickup truck in a duck-walk like
fashion, and finally got to the
truck and hid behind the back
bumper. Slowly and ever so
quietly he made his way along
the side of the truck until he was

right underneath the driver's
door. Bill was crouched down in
position, ready to spring up in
the window and give the couple
a good scare that would
probably last all night, when
suddenly B ill heard a large cry
arise from inside the truck.
"PLEDGE BROTHERS! "
Suddenly more than a dozen
EA T pledges came pouring out
from the EAT house and
towards the truck. They quickly
siezed
Bill,
despite
his
resistance and carried him into
the EAT house.
"You'll be sorry if you do
anything to me. There are ten
times as many dormatory
residents as there are EAT
actives
and
pledges
put
together! "
"Yea, go on bud, we're really
scared. But I will admit: About
ten dormies to one greek makes
it about even."
"Yeah, well you just wait and
see, greekie!"
"Oh, that name hurt me real
bad, son; you may have to pay
for that one."
. Well, poor Bill got carried up
to the second floor and
showered down good. Then they
brought out the peanut putter

and greased his body down, to
be followed only with boxes of
cornflakes being poured on top
of the peanut butter. Then they
threw him down the stairs, free
to go on his way home.
Bill was really steaming by
the time he got to the dorms and
explained his story quickly.
Bill's fury must have been
contagious because soon all the
dormatory residents had trash
cans full of water and were
advancing toward the EAT
house. With Bill leading the way
- still with cornflakes and
peanut butter all over him they reached the EAT house
and challenged the EAT's to
come out and "fight like the
little boys that they were ."
Well, soon some EATs came out
with trash cans full of water and
a huge waterfight was going.
During the fight, Bill noticed
that the pick-up truck was still
there and that one head was still
visible in the cab of the truck.
"Well, I 'm going to put my
water to good use," Bill said to
himself as he walked away
and
from
the waterfight
towards the side of the EAT
house where the truck was
parked ...
(to be continued next week)
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Groundwaves
Joyous applause to you all
once again you great pile of
meager
bilge
rats;
you
vom itous
herd
of
hypochondriacal swine; you
perverse,
pompous,
pythagorean pushovers for
propagandized paraphernalia .
And what thieving treachery
. traverses the entrails of your
carnivorous,
confused
consciousni? Inane, indellible
images of nuptually nurtured,
naked neanderthals? Fervid,
festering, fermenting, fetid
fetus.es? Or is it lude, lurid,
lithesome, luscious lima beans?
You garrulous, groping group of
heuristically haughty heathens,
you should all be permanently
and positively pulverized. You
and your assiduously arduous,
atypical, anal announcements.
It should all be crammed
up
your
unceremoniously
utterly ugsome, ulotrichous,
unassuageable umbilicuses.
Oh you wanted Foreign
Investments. That's over in
"Algorhythm and Blues."
Qualmish,
quiescent,
quixotic,
querulous
quadrupeds.

1 HORSE BOOK
SHOP
Used books, comics,
records
Bought, Sold, Traded
207 W. 11th Rolla
l/Z block E. of Univ.
Center Parking Lot

On Monday at 10 a.m. we will
feature "Ernie From McLouth"
which is a pieced-together interview with Ernie Hanson, an
"SO-year-old
not-planning-toretire blacksmith who lives in
McLouth, Kansas." At 10 a.m.
on Wednesday "The Lost
Symphony" can be heard. This
is "a battle to the death between
Clef
Concerto,
classical
composer, and Arnie Tonal,
electronic musician."
Finally, do not forget about
the Rush special tomorrow
beginning at 11:30 a.m. (that's
right before lunch) brought to
you by Smellin', excuse me,
Smilin' JIm. The special will be
capped by your local bottlers
and "hemispheres."
Here are next week's albums:
Sunday at 8 p.m. on "Blues
for Rolla" Siegal-Schwall Band
"The Last Summer"

Sunday
at
midnite
on
"Changes" John Klemmer
"Solo Saxophone"
Monday at 8:30 p.m . Terry
·Reid "Rouge Waves"
Monday at midnite early
Simon
Tuesday at 11 a.m. The
Graeme Edge Band "Kick off
your muddy boots"
Wednesday at S:30 p.m.
Steeleye Span "live at last!"
Wednesday at midnite on
"Improvisations"
Dave
Holland "Emerald Tears':
Thursday at 9 a.m. Status Quo
"On the Level"
Truth is hard to face, but it
must be done if Evil is to be
defeated.
J.R.

Johnny's Smoke Stak
ALL YOU CAN EAT

.

$3.95

SUN., DEC. 3RD
Johnny's Smoke Stak~
12.00 Toll 9:00

Federal Government agencies are involved in
some of the most important technological work
being done today .... in energy fields, communi- '
cation, transportation, consumer protection, defense, exploring inner and outer space and the
environment.
Some of the jobs are unique, with projects
and facilities found nowhere else. Salaries' are
good, the work is interesting and there are excellent opportunities for advancement.
Our nationwide network can get your name
referred to agencies in every part of the country.
For information about best opportunities by
specialty and location, send a coupon or your
resume to Engineer Recruitment, Room 6A 11.

U.S. Civil Service Commission
Washington. D .C . 20415
An EQual Oppo rtun ity Employer

••••••••••••••••••••••
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

BEEF STEAK PLATE
With French Fries, Baked Beans,
And Cole.Slaw

Hig hw ay 72 at Ro ll a St .

ENGINEERS

Ro ll a, Missouri

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ Zip _ _ __
Deg ree level and
Engineering speciality _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Univ. Col. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
. Yr. Grad.__

••
••
••
••
•

••
••
•••••••••••••••••••••••••
Geographic Preference(s) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Tel. no. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Tau Beta Pi Faliinititation
On November 5th Tau Beta Pi
Association held its annual fall
initiation banquet in the
Centennial Ballroom . Tau Beta
Pi is the National Honorary
. Engineering Society. At the
banquet Tau Beta Pi President
Steve Lautenschlaeger and
Vice-President Bruce Bales
went through the highlights of
the semester's activities and
explained the objectives of the
association. The guest speaker
for the banquet was Chancellor
Marchello.
The purpose of Tau Beta Pi is
to honor students who have
achieved
a
distinguished
scholorship record and who

Joe••••
( Cant. from pg. 9)
stairs but didn't get very far
when he heard the bloodcurdling cry, "DORMY'" Joe
tried to get out of the way, but to
no avail. The dormy had landed
right on top of Joe and the two of
them rolled down the stairs
together. Once at the bottom,
the dormy got up and ran out
the door as fast as he could. Joe
slowly picked himself up, and
looked around for his date, who
was laughing her head off at the
sight.
"Come on, let's go back
outside," Joe suggested, and
indeed the two did go back to
the truck.
Well, Joe and his date were
really hitting things off well - I
mean teal well - in the cab of
the truck, and they - had the
window rolled down to keep the
cab from steaming up. The two
were so busy with themselves
that they didn't notice the
waterfight going on in the front
of the EAT house .. .
(To be continued next week)

have exemplary characters.
Both requirements must lie met
in order to be considered for
membership. Some of Tau Beta Pi 's activities of the past
semester were a work day to
raise money for the freshman
scholarship, guest speakers at
meetings, the pledge smoker,
and the MPG contest which will
feature entries from all over the
United States.

Several
awards
were
J5resentea at tlie " banquet (or
outstanding
pledge
achievements
during
the
semester. Steven Ranney was
recognized for having written
the best pledge paper. David
Thompson was credited with
having made the best pledge
paddle. And Wayne Clark
received the honor of being
named best all-around pledge.

,

Come in and see our
wide selection of
Jewelry.
Including

Unbelievable ' Savings
CALCULATORS & STEREOS

Calculators
HF:WLETTSPACKARD
WAS

SALE

TI -S9 ..
.... · $300
TI-58 ...... .... $125
TI -S7 ..... ..... $60

$219.95
$ 92.95
$ 45.95
$149.95
$ 52.95
S 38.95
$ 19.95
$ 23.95
S 78.95

PC- l00A

· $200
$ 70
$ S{)
$ 25
$30

MBA-FINANCE
TI-55 ....... ...
SA-40
......
BA-BUSjNESS

T!-5040
TI-25 ..

$110

.. ·
TI·1750
·
PROGRAMMER
SPEAK & SPELL
MODULE LIB. FOR

$ 33
$ 25
$60
$ 55

HP- l0
HP-l9C

$ 23.95

$ 17.95
$ 44.95

$ « .95
58, 59 $ 29.95

JEWELRY

715 Pine St.
Forum Plaza Shopping Center

LIST
$225
$275
$3S{)
$4S{)
$600
$200
$300
$360
$480

PHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED
ONLY WITH
CREDIT CARDS

814-237-5990
(Add 3-/_ tor Credit Card Orders)

JBL L-19
..........
JBL L-36 (3-_y)
..
JBL L-40
. ... ...
JBL L-SO
.......
JBt L·1(K)
....... .
JBL L-l 10
.. . ...
ADVENT LARGE .... . .
EPll00V
.........
ESS LS-8
.. .....

LIST OURS
$175 $121M.
$24() $169 __
$2S{) $173 ea.
$325 $225_
$400 $239oa.
$410 $283oa.
$14() $1115 . .
$109 S 79_
$179 $143 ea.

SEND

FOR
FREE
CATALOGUE

STEREO WAREHOUSE
110 NEW ALLEY, STATE COLLEGE, PA. 16801

G

Beer doesn't get any better.

$144.95
$222.95
$ 49.95
$130.95
$144.95
S 49.95
$ 69.95
$ . ' .95
$ 65.95
$ 97.95
$359.95
$395.95
$599.95

Speakers
OURS
$166
$195
$248
$313
$41.
$155
$232
$270
$360

eamin g pillar of constancy in a changing
world, the design of
.
the schooner is lost
back in the dim past of Scandinavian glass craftsmans hip .
Until 189 5, it re main e d nam e less, when Au stra li a n sa ilors
adopted it as th e reg ulation
beer qu a ntity fo r young sea m e n .
(A 3/4 pint mug was too much ;
a 112 pint gla ss too little. ) So th e
wasp-waist, b o tto m-h eavy tavglass was chri ste ned with th e I
nam e of a ship midw ay bet wee n
a cutter a nd a fri ga te.
The sc hoo ner hasn 't changed
a lot. And n e ithe r ha s Olympi a
Bee r. It 's still m ad e with premium
ingredients a nd a he ritage of
brewing ex perie n ce that nev e r
ch a n ges. A great b ee r doesn't
change . O lympi a never will.

@rk~C0~.

SALE

5175

1. Above prices include AlC Adaptor-Ch.rger '" carrying case. $12.95
ertra lo( 110/220V Adaptor.
2. All above calculators have fuJI one year factory warranty.
3. Enclose payment in full with order, or remit S20 with order, balance
C.O.D.
4. Shipping charges: Add $3.00 lor calculators' and 4% 01 price lor
receivers and 5% for speakers.
5. FAST DELIVERY GUARANTEED only with /;/.0 . or certilied checks. Persona/ checks will delay the order until it clears banks.

PIONEER SX·580
.. ..
PIONEER SX-680
.
PIONEER SX-780
.. . . ...
...
PIONEER SX-880
PIONEER SX·980 ..... . ...
JVC JR.$61W ...... ..... .
JVC JR·S81W ...... ......
JVC JR·S201
.. ...
JVC JR-5301
....

Joe Miner Ring
Exclusively At

WAS

... . .. $275
HP-21 .. .... . . $80
HP ·25C .... ... $160
HP-29C .....
$175
HP-J 1E
...... $60
HP-32E
....... $80
HP-33E
. $100
HP-37E . .... . . . $ 75
HP· 38E . ....... $120
HP·67 .. . ...... $4S{)
HP·92
. $495
HP·97 ...... ... . $7S{)

Receivers

" S t e,,J
l/

........

Deleo Distributing
Cuba, Missouri

...10
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lie/ossified Ads!
FOR SALE: Calculator SR·50 with all accessories. Call 364·2012.
FOR SALE - "Realistic" AM·FM stereo with 8·track player.
recorder, speakers and turntable. Call 364·2012 .

Three : Increase forei~n dwindling nationally-exclusive
Oh Lord, mommy, doncha
plus
faster
not just In resources,
know it makes me feel so bad! investment,
and
Well, actually, it could be America, but worldwide, will transportation
communication,
that
we
.learn
certainly
help
reduce
the
threat
worse, I could have a job. John
to
accept
and
work
with
our
of
global
conflict.
Why
would
Hartford wrote a good song
about such things called "Tall governments initiate hostilities neighbors, especially the not·so·
Buildings", and it goes like when to do so would hurt neighborly . United we stand,
this ; "Someday my baby, when . themselves and their allies divided we fall, you know .
I am a man, and others have through economic retaliations?
Xenophobia (fear of the
"taught me the best that they Economic blackmail? Sure, . strange & unknown) very
can, they'll sell me a suit, and why not? Nuclear blackmail is
rarely benefits a society of
cut off my hair, and send me to the best idea for global
human beings, and usually
work in tall buldings." But, I peacekeeping anybody's been
results, if made normal policy,
digress.
able to come up with yet. I think
in
the constriction and
What's all this fuss about economic pressure hits most
stagnation of the phobic group.
"The buying of America", as businessmen right where they
We live in an increasingly
Newsweek calls it? Lotsa hurt most. If the businessmen
shrinking world. Not every
worrying about foreign (mostly don't back a war, it doesn't get body can live inside a moat and
Arab) money starting to buy started or fought.
be self·sufficient anymore.
Increase foreign investment Good fences may make good
banks instead of just sit in
them . Our own wonderful state is only one step toward creating neighbors, but too good a fence
strong
international
legislature has passed a law a
may
eliminate
neighbors
barring foreign ownership of community capable of mutual
altogether, and that would be no
Missouri farmland, rocky and aid and support. The isolated, fun at all.
hard though it may be. Not just self·sufficient nation has been a
the
nouveau-oily·rich
are myth since World War Two, and
Ward Silver
putting their capital into our it's high time, what with
capitols, long considered the
world's safest haven for
investments, but the Japanese,
Germans,
English
and
everybody else is getting into
the deep dish American
financial pie. And many
Americans think it's the worst
invasion since 1812. I say,
great!
I didn 't see any legislators
foaming at the mouth when the
multi·national
corporations
sucked all the resourses out of
developing
nations
and
virtually controlled many small
countries
by
virtue
of
employing major fractions of
the work forces there. (Why
does the Third World think so
poorly of us?) And, I don't hear
much about the American
cultural invasion of the rest of
the world via the likes of
McDonald's. It's OK when we
do it, but not when They do it. If
the free enterprise system is so
great, why should it only work
for us? Yes, I know that some
foreign products are heavily
subsidized
by
their
but
many
government,
American corporations pump a
proportional amount of capital
relative to their host's budgets
into their foreign endeavors,
and nationalization is not the
issue.
The issue is : Do we want
"furriners" owning significant
amounts of American business?
I think the answer is yes for
Buying and Sell ing U.S. and Foreign Coins
these reasons.
Gold,
Silver, Sterling Coin & Stamp Supplies
One :
Increase
foreign
7th & Pine
Rolla, Mo .
364·4272
investment puts additional
capital to work creating jobs.
Note the lassez·faire attitude of
Labor
toward
foreign
investmerit. A conspicuously
silent Labor, for once.
Two:
Increased
foreign
investment means a greater
foreign interest in a prosperous
American economy. Arabs with
billions of dollars tied up in
American business will not be
so quick to hurt their own
pockets by embargoes, for one
example.

ROLLA RARE COl

SHOTOKAN
KARATE
of Rollo

364-7428

FOR SALE - Chase· Ennea ; Croce · You Don't Mess Around
With Jim; Moody Blues · Seventh Sojourn; John Lodge· Natural
Avenue and Steely Dan · Aja.
Call Ken 364·8490-Rm 208 Farrar.
SKI COLORADO: 6 days·5 nights in luxurious condominiums,
kitchened equipped, full y furnished, heated pool, sauna, and
whirlpool. 3 day lift pass with 3 full days of ski rental. Aspen (Jan.
7·12) $139, Winter Park (Jan. 1·6) $129 and Vail (Jan. 8·13) $145.
Other campuses Included are Mizzou, Oklahoma State, Purdue
and Champaign. For more information contact Steve Fischer at
364·9823 or 364·2067.
SUE, EM ELY, or whoever you are : Thanks for standing me up.
It ruined my weekend. I hope all your final exam papers are made
from poison ivy. - Signed Frustrated, shy male student.
FRUSTRATED SHY MALE STUDENT, you get what you
deserve . Quit hiding behind your classified ads. YOU ARE A
DECENT GUY - ONE OF A FEW, so act like one .. .Love Ya.
Elizabeth
SUSAN, give me a call. TK
POSITION WANTED: EX'chancellor seeks pOSition with
rep utable firm; where decisions won't be questioned. Have
experience as book store clerk . Contact Marci' at 341-4114.
FOR SALE: Entire stock of used jackets. Really " hot" deals.
See Dan 203 Altman.

•..........................•..

.

~

:: DELICIOUS
~~~~~~~~
HWY. 63 S.
EXICO

.....•.... ..•........ ......J
PROGRAMMERS

• MEXICAN
'

:)

FOOl) .

ROLLA

. CLOSED MON.

CITY :
STYLE

First National Bank in St. louis is hiring Programmers to staff our D.P .
center in Columbia . We offer on opportunity to grow with a major D .P.
shop in the midwestern financial indu stry.

We ore looking primarily for programmers with 1·3 years experience ,
but we are willing to train colleg e graduates w ith computer science
majors. We are a Burroughs shop , using COBOL a s our primary cod i ng
la nguage .
We can promise a growth oriented career path in a developmental
shop . Excellent sala r y and benefits . Please send resume to :

AI Kerth

First National Bank in St. Louis
510 Locust

St. Louis. MO 63101

We wi ll con tact you for an inter view in the Columbia area .
An Equo l Opportunity Employe r M / F

!

i

, . . - - - - COU'PON - - - - ,
"Hot

I
I

I
I

Fud~ N~hts"

Hot Fudge Sundaes

49"
Expires Dec. 6, 1978

I
I

I
I

- - - - - COUPON-----Open Till 12 p ,m . Sun.·Thurs.
Open Till 1 a.m. on Fri. & Sat.
1202 N. Bishop 364·8998 Rolla , Mo .
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WHY IS THIS RACE

DRIVER GRINNING?
Some say it's because he
gave up a prom ising fil m
career to head up the

Budweiser Racing Team!
But the real reason is that
he just likes to win. And he
did plenty of that this past
season in a pair of
Budweiser-sponsored, Bob
Sharp-prepared Datsun
race cars.
Fifteen races: Twelve wins!

On the pole eight times!
Three track records!
And in the SCCA National
Championships at Road
Atlanta, he took a second
place in his C-Production
Datsun 280-Z . . and a third
in the B-Sedan category with
his Datsun 200-SX.
Naturally, we congratulate
him for his super season
and wish him even greater
success in '79 .

From your friends
at Budweiser

For a 2 x3 color pOS l er of the Budweise r Datsu n
In action, send $350 (check M 0 ) to
Bob S harp Rac ing Inc. 021 South St Danbury, CT 0 6 8 10
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Finish Season With 17-7 Win

Miner's 4-2 Finish 3rd In MIAA
By CHRIS RANSOM
The Miner football team
finished out their season in style
on Nov. 18 in Warrensburg as
they came up with their eighth
victory in 11 outings this season.
The Miners beat Central
Missouri State 17·7.
That was the first time since
1914 that the Miners tallied that
many wins for a season.
However. the Miners lost two

crucial conference battles
against
Northeast
and
Southwest that gave them a
third place league standing in
theMIAA.
The Miners rounded out an
exceptional season by naming
six players to the MIAA all
conference first team.
Running back Terry Ryan
was named all·conference for
the third straight year but was
second in rushing to Northeast

running back Mike Harris. Last
year Ryan was second to Steve
Powell, now an alumni of
Northeast and player for the
Buffalo Bills of the NFL.
Mike Harris was picked the
league's most valuable player.
Harris rushed for 1,598 yards on
329 carries which broke Ryan 's
conference mark of 290 carries
set last season.
Ryan finished the season with
1,117 yards and was fourth in

MIAA All-Conference Football Teams
OFFENSE-FIRST TEAM - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - TE Ezra Thompson
Northeast Mo.
Senior
6-3
22!1
Hannibal, Mo.
WR Dave HaD
Mo.-Rolla
Senior
6-4
190
, Leawood, Kan.
WR Ricky King
Lincoln
Junior
6-2
175
Boynton Beach, fla.
OT Roland Mangold
Northeast Mo.
Senior
6-2
228
Toronto, Ontario,
OT Steve Curran
Mo.-Rolla
Senior
6-5
230
O'Fallon, IlL
OG Darrell Buffington + + Northeast Mo.
Senior
5-10
236
Hannibal, Mo.
OG Rick Suchenskl
Southwest Mo.
Junior
6-4
220
Mascoutah, Ill.
C
Rich Walter
Southwest Mo.
Junior
6-1
225
St. Louis, Mo.
QB Kirk Mathews
Northwest Mo.
Senior
6-0
185
Glencoe, Mo.
FB John Gianini +
Southwest Mo.
Junior
6-1
235
St. Louis, Mo.
HB Mite HarrIs+
Northeast Mo.
Senior
5-10
185
Lebanon, Pa.
HB Terry Ryan + +
Mo.·Rolla
Senior
6-0
183
St. Louis, Mo.
K
Jan Stahle
Southwest Mo.
Senior
5-10
170
Malmoe, Sweden
DEFENSE - FIRSTTEAM------------------------ - - - - - DE GregElzle +
Mo-Rolla
Senior
6-3
. 200
WentzVille, Mo.
DE Melvin Kennedy
Northeast Mo.
Soph
6-41,2
225
East St. Louis, Ill.
DT Mark Sobol + +
Northeast Mo.
Senior
6-2
238
Palos Heights, Ill.
DT Alex Cllnton
Southeast Mo.
Junior
6-3
227
Hayti, Mo.
MG Wlllle Taylor
Southeast Mo.
Senior
5-11
248
Blytheville, Ark.
LB Mite Murphy
Southwest Mo.
Senior
6-3
220
St. Louis, Mo.
LB Doug Krelghbaum
Northeast Mo.
Junior
6-3
226
Raytown, Mo.
LB Pete Grathwohl + +
Northeast Mo.
Senior
6-0
214
Columbia, Mo.
DB Steve Oberweather
Central Mo.
Senior
5-11
180
Lee's Summit, Mo.
DB Bill Grantham
Mo.-Rolla
Soph
6-0
175
Springfield, Mo.
DB Craig Heath
Mo.-Rolla
Soph
5-11
180
Kansas City, Mo.
DB Tim Rles
Southwest Mo.
Senior
5-11
175
Blue Springs, Mo.
P
Bruce Llllenkamp
Southwest Mo.
Senior
6-0
220
Lockwood. Mo.
+ + First team selection three
MVP - Mite Harris, NEMSU + Unanimous choices
consecutive times
OFFENSE - SECOND TEAM TE Dale Groenke, CMSU, Jr.
WR Brad Boyer, NWMSU, Jr.
WR Steve Newbold, SWMSU,
So
.

the conference scoring race
with 11 touchdowns for 66
pOints.
Ryan was joined by offensive
tackle Steve Curran, split end
Dave Hall, defensive end Greg
Elzie, safety Bill Grantham and
cornerback Craig Heath.
Curran was named to the
second team last season.
Although Hall was 12th on the
most receptions list catching 15
passes he still managed to earn
first
team
honors.
Hall
averaged 26.4 yards per catch
and scored four touchdowns.
Senior receiver Andy Cox
received an honorable mention
after receiving iirsi team
honors last season. Cox had 15
receptions as compared to his
league leading 37 last year.
Junior guard Brian Tepper

CAN WE BUILD
ONE FOR YOU?

OLDS CUTLASS FOR 79
" Special Terms & Prices For Graduating Seniors"

-or- Wa";'ren - Weber:- SW-MSU, - OGSi;v;auff.SW-MSU.; . So.
OT Marty Savage, SWMSU,
Jr.
OG Rob Alberswerth, CMSU,
Sr.

C
QB
FB
HB
HB

also received an honoraOle
mention on the offensive unit.
Elzie was a unanimous
selection on the defensive unit.
Elzie led the Miners in tackles
and quarterback sacks this
season.
Grantham led the MIAA in
interceptions and set a new
school record of 11. Grantham
had tied a school record last
year of eight interceptions.
Heath
was
second
in
interceptions this year for the
Miners' with six. Heath also led
the league in kickoff returns
and was third in punt returns.
Also receiving honors were
second team tackle Joe Kinsella
and linebacker Danny Vance
along with tackle Jim "Bo"
Decker and end Jeff Wozek who
received honorable mentions.

~

YOUR OlDS , BUICK , AMC/ JEEP DEALER

SCHWEISS MOTOR CO., INC.

IDI'IIIE
CUTlASS·

Vic Ortega, SEMSU, So.
Mitch Ware, SWMSU, Jr.
Mite Wieser, SEMSU, Sr.
Craig Weldy, SWMSU, Sr.
Dan
Montllomerv.

500 Hwy. 63 South Rollo, Mo.
Open 8 to 6:30; Sot . Till 4 p.m.

.~

~

.

DEFENSE-SECONDTEAM - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - DT JoeKlnsella,UMR,Sr.
DB DaveCross,SWMSU,Sr.
DE Morgan Trokey, SWMSU,
MG Tony Ippolito, NEMSU, D B Don Dav Is, SEMSU,Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
LB Tim Nieman, SWMSU, So.
DB Bill Beckett, SWMSU, Sr.
DE Andy White, CMSU, Sr.
LB Rick Tate, NWMSU, Jr.
DB Kent Davis, SWMSU, Jr.
DT Rick
McReynolds,
LB Danny Vance, UMR, Sr.
P
Bob Fletcher, NEMSU,
NEMSU,Sr.
OFFENSE - HON. MENT.
TE
WR
OT
OT
OT
OT
OG
OG
Sr.
QB
QB
HB

Andy Cox, UMR, Sr.
Marcus Dixon, CMSU, Jr.
Tom Iven, SWMSU, Jr.
Pat Crowe, CMSU, Sr.
Rich Bates, LU, Sr.
Jeff McCafferly, LU, Jr.
Brian Tepper, UMR, Jr.
Mite Petrlcca, NEMSU,

Rolla Craft-Hobby

---------------,

1009 Pine Rolla, Mo. 364-5581

$2 00 0
Any 16" Pizza !
00
$1 OFF Any 13" Pizza
1

One Coupon Per Customer Please
Offer Expires Wed., Dec. 6, 1978

Bill Foster, CMSU, Jr.
Don Dunning, LU, So.
Eugene Harris, LU, Fr.

-------------- COUPON ----------~'

DEFENSE - HON. MENT.
DE
DT
DT
LB
LB
LB
Jr.
DB
Sr.
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
Sr.

JeffWozek, UMR, Jr.
Dee Robison, CMSU, Sr.
Jim Decker, UMR, Jr.
Dan Wetzel, LU, So.
Aaron Kelly, LU, Jr.
Keith Driscoll, NEMSU,
James Wllllams, SWMSU,
Horace Fedrick, LU, So.
James Ages, LU, So.
Wayne Allen, NWMSU, Jr.
Dave Totl, NWMSU, So.
Cralg Patton, NEMSU, So.
Stan Hugbes, NEMSU, Sr.
Jerry Dement, SEMSU,

How m a ny companies can offer yo u a nucl ea r s ubmarine to operate? None. Equipment like thi s is ava il·
able only in the Navy.
As a commissioned Nuclear Propulsion Officer who
ha s successfully completed a year of nuclear training,
you 'll receive a $3,000 bonus. Plu s a top sa lary and
responsibility for adva nced technical equipment.
If you ' re majoring in e nginee ring, math or the physi·
cal sc iences, find out about the Nuclear Navy.
CONTACT ! LT . JESSE TRICE
210 N . 12th 51.
51. Loui s. Mo. 63101
Tel : 314 · 268·2505
(Stalion to Slati~n Collect)
NAVY OFFICER. IT'S NOT lUST A loa, IT'S AN ADVENTURE.

1735 N. Bishop
Rolla. Mo. 364-4544

Pitta W

.

"~~_got a redingyou're g<>nna tiIa: us.",

rGTD1ffiKHoUSr:l

n
60l.
U RIB EYE

nBaked Potato or Fries, Texas Toast

U

$230nU

n

U

FREE ICE CREAM WITH EACH DINNER

~ For.: Plaza Shopping Center
Open 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. Daily

ROlla,S]Mo.
7 Days a Week

tc::=::::)Ctc::=::::)Ctc:::::=X tc:::::=X1<==C
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·1· t~- 7~7~ Swimmers Place fifth
4 p~ ~M>U4
..
I n Miner Relays
••

P.O. BOX J882
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J . 08404

I

... no~ "i"eam

SATURDAY DECEMBER 2 1978
PROBABLE WINNERS & SCO~
PROBAll"i.E~RS & SC ORES
·ALABAMA ~.:. -:-:-:-2S
AUBURN •• ~.:::::l!t
-ARKANSAS •••• • ••••••• 28
TEXAS TECH ••••• • • • •• 14
-BOSTON COLLEGE •• • •• • 24
HOLY CROSS ••• •• ••• • • 2 1
Brigham Young . _• • • • ••• 28
U. Nevada ( L. V.J • ••• 21
Florida A . & M• • • • • •• 2 1
Gramb l ing State ••• • • 14
·FLORI DA ............. 20
MIAMI (FLA.J .. .. . .. . 14
-GEORGIA ......... . ... 1 7.
GEORGIA TECH ....... . 14
-HOUSTON •••• • • • ••• • •• 35
RICE . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 7
- L OUISIANA STATE ••••• 28
WYOMI NG ••••• • ••••••• 7
NAVy ................. 17
ARMY............ . ... 7
-San Jose State ...... 21
L ong Beach State .... 20
So. Califor nia • ••• • •• 42
-Hawaii . • • • • • • • • • • • • 7
TENNESSEE •• •• •••••• • • 31
-VANDERBILT ••• •• •• • • 14
-TEXAS .. .. ....... .. .. 21
TEXAS A. & M. .. .. ... 7
UTAH •• •• •• • • • •••••••• 14
-SAN DIEGO STATE •••• 13
SU~fu: DECEMBER .3.. ~
NA TI
L FOOTBALL t.EAG1JE'
-CINC I NNATI ••• •• •• • • • 17
A TLA~ •••• • • •• ••• 14
-DALLAS ••• •••• • •• •••• 16
NEW ENGLAND • •• •• • • •• 13
-KANSAS CITy •••• • •••• 20
BUFFALO ••••• • •• • •••• 17
LOS ANGELES •••••••••• 20
-NEW YORK . GIANTS •••• 13
MIAMI . ..... . . . .. . .... 17
-WASHINGTON ......... 13
-MI NNESOTA .. .. . ... ... 1 7
PH I LADELPHIA ....... . 16
- NEW ORLEANS • •••.•••• • 20
SAN FRANCISC O . ... ... 17
-NEW YORK JETS • • • ••• • 17
BALTIMORE • •• • •• • •• • • 16
- OAKLA ND ...... .. . . . ... 14
DENVER ...... .. .. .... 11 3
PITTSBURGH ...... .. ... 17
- HOUS TON..... ..... .. i5
*ST. LOUIS • • • • • • ••• • • 16
DETR OIT • • • • • • •• • • ••• 13
CLEVELAND ••• • • • •• • •• 17
' SEATTLE • • •••• ••••• •• 20
-TAMPA BAY ........... 17
GREEN BAY ........ ... 16
MONDA Y, DECEMBER !t, ll2.§
-S AN DI EG O • • • •• • • .. • • 20
CH I CAI)O • • • ••• , • • , , • • 16

Volleyball
Intramural Soccer is drawing
nearer to the fillals and it looks
like
the
defending
championship team, TKE, will
be a strong contender in
Division L Phi Kappa Theta
also looks tough along with
Kappa Sigma. TKE and Kappa
Sigma have not been beaten and
it should be interesting to see
Dlslvlon I
Wins Losses
6 0
BetaSig
5 1
TKE
5 1
GDI
SigTau
o 6.
3 2
Tec
2 4
Delta Tau
2 3
FE LA
1 5
SigPi
SigEp
PiKA
Lambda Chi
TJHA
SigNu
Triangle
Focus
PhiKap

5
2
5
6
2

0
2
I

0
2
3 2
0 4
2 2

the outcome of Division L
In Intramural Volleyball,
Division I is stacked with the
toughest teams of last year.
Beta Sig, the defending
champs, looks tough along with
TKE, GDI, and Sig Ep. Division
II seems to be up for grabs. The
Volleyball playoffs begin next
Thursday. Following is a list of
the Volleyball records.
Division II
Wins Losses
3 2
Campus
3 3
RHA
1 5
Wesley
5 1
KA
2 1
ABS
1 4
Acacia
2 2
CSA
3 1
Theta XI
KappaSig
Ma tes
AEPi
Delta Sig
ASA
PiKPhi
GSA

3 I

2
2
2
5
0
2

3
3
3
0
5
I

were set in 10 01 the lZ events,
which included onl y relay
events and one and three meter
diving. In addition, Ray Gill set
a UMR record in the threemeter diving, accumulating
262 .50 pOints. Also, the team of
Gill and Dolan set a Miner
record in the one·meter diving,
ga ining 41 7.45 points together.
Coach Robert Pease was not
impressed nor unhappy about
his team 's performance. " We
fin ished right where we were
seated ; I'm happy with th aI."
Though Coach Pease conceded
th at he was not going strictly

for the highest place, he did say
that this was not a warm -up
meel. " I used a lot of different
swimmers to see what certain
people could do, but I was
trying to finish as high as
possible."
The UMR swimmers will
continue their season th is
Friday and Saturday at the Big
8 Relays in Norman, Oklahom a.
This should be a tough meet for
the Miners, as all the team s in
the meet except for UMR and
Drury College are NCAA
Division I schools.

Miner Basketball Squad
Opens 1978 Season
By CHRIS RANSOM
The Miner basketball team
began their season Friday night
. in the first annual University of
Missouri Tournament at SI.
Louis. The Miners dropped two
games in the tournamenl. The
first against University of
. Missouri·Kansas City 92·70 and
the consolation contest 92·83
against Missouri·SI. Louis.

Intramural
By JOHN CROW

The UMR Swim Team opened
up their 1978-79 season on
Saturday, November 18, hosting
the Fifth Annual Miner Relays.
The Miners finish ed in fifth
place out of II teams. SIU·
Carbondale won the meet with
368 pOints,
Uni versity of
Arkansas second with 296, then
Mizzou , 282; Drury College,
268; UMR, 21 2, Southeast
Missouri State, 142; Flo Valley,
140; Southwest Missouri State,
138; SI. Louis U., 126 ; Wm.
College, 82,
and
Jewell
Northeast Missouri State, 66.
New Miner Relay records

Rick Fuerman led the Miners
in Friday 's game netting 19
points and pulling down seven
rebounds. Newcomer Calvin
Horhn and veteran Dennis
Debondt were the only others in
double figures , each putting in
II points apiece.
UMR came back Saturday for
the consolation battie only to
lose again. This time Debondt
sparked the Miner attack
sinking 29 pOints and ripping II
rebounds. Horhn was once
again among the scoring
leaders putting through 19
points.
Horhn was a JUDIor college
standout last year playing for
Des Moines, Iowa Junior
CoJlege. There he averaged 15
points a game. Hohrn
has
been starting at the point guard
position. Derek Nesbitt, also a
junior college transfer sank II
pOints and Jeff Kipp a veteran
added 10 to round out the
scoring attack .

After two games Debondt
leads the squad averaging 20
point a game, with Horhn and
Fuerman following with 15 and
10.5 point respectively .
The starting lineup has been
Debondt, a 6·6 senior, at center,
Kipp and Fuerman, a pair of 6-7
sophomores, at the forward
spots,
and
guards
Joel

Schreiner, a 6·4 senior, and
Horhn . a 6·1 iunior.
The Miners played Western
Illinois University in Macomb,
Ill ., last night and will be home
tomorrow night for their first
home contest against Concordia
College at the Multi·Purpose
Building.

HOOK AUTO SUPPLY
Auto Parts·Accessories·Speed Equipment
Discount Prices To All

364·5252

513 Hwy. 63 S.

LAST CHANCE
-Ski Winter Park$129 January 1-6
3 day lift pass with 3 full days of ski rental
6 days / 5 nights in .condominiums or

SKI ASPEN $139 JAN. 7-12
Trips are filling fast. · For more information ,
contact: Steve Fischer 364·9803 or 364·2067
Other composes included : Mizzou,
Oklahoma St., Purdue, Champaign

REY -=======-

SPORT
shop

For new and
bright ideas for
your Christmas
gifts. Come on in
and let us help.
1003 Pine

Rolla, Mo.

364-5495
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Southwest MIAA Champs
MIAA Release

say
up

ent

ain
Ias
as

Will
this
Big

and
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:omb,
home
first

rordia
rpose

Southwest Missouri State
became the first Missouri
Intercollegiate
Athletic
Association football team to
capture a conference title
outright since 1975.
The Bears climaxed a perfect
6-0 league campaign by blasting
Southeast Missouri State, 38-6,
Saturday, November 18, at
Cape
Girardeau.
Rich
Johanningmeier's combatants
defied a pre-season poll of
coaches that picked them to
finish third in the MIAA.

against Central Missouri State,
a 17-7 victim of the Miners.
Ryan, who gained 100 or more
vards on 19 occasions during his
career, finished the season with
I,II7
yards,
immediately
behind Harris in the league
rushing derby .
MIAA category leaders this
fall
besides Harris were
~ tate
Northwest
Missouri
senior
quarterback
Kirk
Mathews, passing with 122

Senior tailback Mike Harris
led Northeast Missouri State to
a 37-13 win over Lincoln
University to assure the
Bulldogs of a second-place
finish . Harris romped for 232
yards on 40 carries to annex the
conference and NCAA Division
II rushing titles. He also
established a new school and
league single year records for
most attempts (329) and
yardage (1,598>' Harris is the
first Bulldog national rushinl!
champion since Dale "Paley':
Missouri-Rolla's Terry Ryan,
also playing his final collegiate
game, erased the MIAA single
game carry record by toting the
pigskin 48 times for 200 vards

completions for 1,611 yards ;
Lincoln junior wide receiver
Ricky King, 49 aerial catches
for 575 yards ; SWMS junior
fullback John Gianini, scoring
with 78 points ; Lincoln junior
Mike Pennington, 13 punt
returns for a 13.8 average ;
UMR
sophomore
Bill
Grantham. II interceptions ;
SWMS
' senior
. Bruce
Lilienkamp, punting average of
38.1; UMR sophomore Craig
Heath, kickoff returns with a

30.7-ya rd
average,:
and
Mathews, total offense with
1,730 yards .
Harris, Gianini, Pennington,

SCHOOL

MIAA
RECORD

S.W.Mo.
N.E.·Mo.
MO.-Rolla
S.E.Mo.
Cent. Mo.
Lincoln U.
N.W. Mo.

IHHl
5-1-1
4-2-0
2-4-0
2-4-0
2-4-0
IHHI

Grantham and King were
ranked last week among NCAA
Division II leaders. Grantham
was first in the interception
categorv.

OVERALL
RECORD
8-3-0
Beat S.E . Mo., 38-6
6-4-1
Beat Lincoln U., 37-13
8-3-0,
Beat Cent. Mo., 17-7
6-5-0
Lost to S. W. Mo., 38-6
2-8-0
Lost to Mo.-Rolla, 17-7
2-8-1·.
Lost to N.E. Mo., 37-13
6-11-0
Idle

Mountaineering #1.

FUNDAMENTALS OF
MOUNTAINEERINC
What is mountaineering all about? Funny you should ask
Because we just happen to have an answer. (Ah-h, ljfe's little
coincidences..) Mountaineering is a skill, a science and an art.
Yet anyone
with a thirst for excellence and normally
developed
skills can master it. Simply study
and follow them faithfully_·. . ",.,.,.•"
.LUULLJ.J.VjL.LUUl.LU

r------..I
Sports Fans

II IB~
You
I Didn't
I Know
I

I
I
I
I

II '~=:,TO

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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II
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
bet you didn't I
I know .. .that we have a I
I speciol pion for
underclossmen and I
I women. $10,000 for only I
$21month while in col- I
Jim Wood , C. L.U.

01

!

I
I
I
I
I
II
l
l
I

Whot ore the odds Iho l 2 l oo _bol l l ea rns

m eetin g 2 §Iro tght years would see both
gomes end Wi th Ihe some score and
wllh th e so me m a n SCOring
nu mber 0 1 Winning pom's?
h opp ened 10 Ar m y a nd N avy
A rmy In 19 10 a nd ogoln In

Ihe so me

This once

Na vy beal
19 1 I The

score 01 (loa,h game was Navy:J A rmy
0 And on e o ch ga me the SCOring wo s
d one by Ihe som e mon In Ih e some wa y

as Jock Dallon 01 Navy won eoch gam e

wI,h Q field goal lor Ihe only po",ls . Who
wou ld predict 11'1 0 1 2 5t,o lghl gomes
(ou ld be so ~ im l lo r

in Ihe h,slroy 0 1
Na l lonol Foo!boll
l e a gue .here 5 been only one man who
ied .h e leag ue on rushing every year he
played I. wos Supreme (ourl J us!ice
Byron Wh,uer Whote Who .e played hiS
lors. year In !he NFl In 1938 and led !he
league on rushing. He le ll too!ball on
1939 b u' came back lo r one more season
on 1940 ond again led .he league on
rus h ing I Tho. was hos 1051 season .50 h e
qUI ! with a perleo record

Who. wa s Ihe .oughes l schedule any
football 'eom ever pla yed? How about
lhOS In 1899 Sewanee pl a yed 5 games
m 5 d ofi erenl Cilies on 6 days o g amsl Tex
0 5 Texa s A&M
Tulane
l SU
and
MOSSOSSIPPI And the amazong Ihlng 15
Sewanee won eoc,h .o~ Ihase games I

3

Now for
ttr icky
Neophytes,
up: the proper pour
is straight down
""",.."".• ,
the center of the
glass. Only in
this way will
the cold. invigorating taste of
the mountain
come to a head.

lege. Call. ..

Dorrt just reach fur a beer.

BUSCH~ad

fur the mountainS.

-
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Craddock Nall1ed Kirksville Coach
Bruce Craddock, 34-year-old
assistant football coach at
Northeast
Missouri
State
University the past four years,
has been selected as head
football coach at the University,
effective immediately.
Craddock, a 1966 graduate of
NMSU, will succeed Ron
Taylor, who announced in late
September this would be his last
season after four years at the
Bulldog helm .
The new coach has served the
past three campaigns as
NMSU's offensive coordinator.
The 1977 offense ranked third in
NCAA Division II rushing and
, lOth in scoring. He returned to
his alma mater in 1975 as
offensive and defensive line
coach after a three-year stint as

an assistant at the University Of
Vermont.
Craddock was also a Bulldog
assistant in 1970 and 1971, and
also directed the wrestling
squad during that period.
He played on the NMSU
football team between 1962-65,
earning
Missouri
Intercollegiate
Athletic
Association honorable mention
all-conference accolades as a
senior. Craddock served as a
graduate assistant for the 1966
squad.
The coach holds a B.S. degree
in Education and an M.A .
degree, he served in the Marine
Corps as a commissioned
captain with 12 months of his
in
DaNang,
hitch
spent
Republic of Vietnam. Durin/(

his military career, he was the
captai'n and most valuable
offensive lineman for the
Quantico Marines in 1967 and
1968.
In
commenting on the
appointment,
University
President Charles J. McClain
said, "I am delighted that one of
our outstanding graduates has
achieved the distinction of
being named head football
coach of the University. I have
worked with Coach Craddock
for several years and I know
him to be tops in every respect.
He is the kind of person that I
would want my grandson to
play for."
"I'm extremely pleased and
honored
about
my

appointment,"
commented
Craddock: "I've worked ,·for
some outstanding people, who
have helped me a great deal.
People, such as Maurice "Red"
Wade, my head coach at
Northeast, Bill Richerson, who
recruited me to play here, Ken
Gardner
(now
athletic
director), who was my line
coach, Russ Sloan, who gave
me an opportunity to coach here
in the early 1970's, Ron Taylor.
whom I have served under the
past four years, and my fellow
coaches on the current staff, Ed
Johnson and Gary Evans, as
well as the graduate assistants.

alumni, as well as cItizens of
Northeast Missouri. And we,will
need this type of support in tne
future . We want to continue the
fine tradition of football at
NMSU ."

Ken Gardner, the NMSU
athletic director, said, "I'm
extremely pleased with the
choice . I've known Coach
Craddock as a dedicated' player
and assistant coach, and
believe he will be a dedicated
head coach. He has great
rapport with players, and his
loyalty to this University is
unsurpassed.
The
football
program should continue to
"We have always received enjoy the success of the past
the four seasons, and improve
great
support
from
University administration and ' under his leadership.

Soccer

,

.J

Club
Beats
SMSln
Season
Finale
SOCCER CLUB RELEASE ,
The UMR Soccer Club
finished their season with a 2-1
victory. A tough Springfield
squad came out gunning and
pushed a goal past UMR keeper
Mark Suellentrop at 14:28 in the
first half. This seemed to
awaken the UMR side as they
came to life and began
dominating play.
Rolla middle back Jim
Whetsel knotted the score at 1-1
with less than 10 minutes
remaining in the half. Set up by
Tom Smegner, Whetsel shot a
first time but the ball was
blocked by a Springfield
defender. He picked up the
rebound and hit a first time shot
into the net.
The Rolla club came out on
fire in the second half and
continually had the Springfield
team on its heels. Steve Svatek
hit a drive that caromed off the
goal post and Don Anselm
missed a good chance from in
close . It was up to Tom
Smegner to get the winner,
though. A cross from the
outside went into a maze of
players and the ball found its
way to Smegner who made no
mistake from fi ve yards out. As
always, the defense of Whetsel ,
Dohle, Kellet and Werner, with
great help from Tim Ermin,
outstanding
ball,
played
keeping the SMS side scoreless
through the final 75 minutes of
the contest.

The 78 UMR Soccer Club has something to smile about
after defeating Southwest Missouri State 2-1 over the
weekend to close out this semester's action. Several
his first year in goal and kept
the kickers in many games with
his outstanding play.
The Soccer Club would like to
thank
Jim
Mullaly
and

Anheuser Busch for all the
support that was given and to
the loyal fans of the UMR
Soccer Club. A few spring
games are scheduled and all
~
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WEEKEND
SPECIALS

students are urged to attend. Its
a good way to spend an
afternoon and the parties

afterward
are
definitely
worthwhile. Till next semester,
thanks.

TACO ALERT!
Tacos

~.~ .

3

for only

$1

Now at Taco Tico

~a.drInriIl

1011 Kingshighway
Open 11 a.m.-l0 p.m.
Sunday thru Thursday /
Friday & Saturday
11 a.m.-Midnigh~

1047 Kingshighway Rolla, Mo.
364-8181
~

Beer 7 Days

\

.

'

\

BEER LIQUOR
WINE

CUT·RATE

(Formerly Greyhound Depot )

12 Pks

KEG BEER

Old Milw.
$2.87

Ph o n e 364-8797 day ah ead to guarantee keg orders
1/ 4

Brian Grant and Pa t Becker
controlled midfield throughout
the game setting up the UMR
forw ar ds for many good
chances .
A
special
acknowledgement should go to
M ark Suellentrop. Mark played

contests are slated for next semester so watch for
notices in the Miner.
(Photo by M. Murphy)

14 .50 22.50
25 .50
26 .00

1/ 1

10 11 K ingshighway Rolla. M o .
I I :00 a. m. to 12: 00 p.m.
36 4-517 1
Alw.'\:f.: ill ~ ar.oll"JlJ ~~aSOj1ed to pl"ol::e~ .,

